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Scientific support for
radical anti-pollution,
fuel economy device
BY PETER COTTON

And Mr Roy McDonnell has
received support for some claims
he makes about his electron
stimulator from two ANU scientists, a racing car development
company and, unusually, from
artist Pro Hart.
Mr McDonnell was awarded the
Medal of the Order of Australia in
1981 for his services to medicine.
He worked at the John Curdn
School of Medical Research at the
ANU between 1951 and 1971 and
after his redrement he invented
an ileostomy prosthesis which
earned him the silver medal in the
Australian Inventor of the Year
awards in 1985.
Mr McDonnell told ANU Reporterthdit the incomplete burning
of fuel in car engines results in the
polludng gases emitted by car exhausts. When older vehicles are
stationary and idling, up to forty
per cent of fuel passing through
their engines is discharged
unburnt as pollution.
The McDonnell electron
stimulator aims at the complete
combusdon of petrol by reducing
fuel globules passing from the carburettor to the manifold to molecular size. This atomisation of
fuel enables the fuel molecules to
bond almost completely with oxygen atoms and thereby burn almost totally.
'Imagine that a globule of hydrocarbon is like a golf ball,' Mr
McDonnell said. 'The dimples on
the ball's outer surface are hydrocarbon molecules bonded with
oxygen atoms and these will burn
in the combusdon process.
'But the wet inner of our imaginary fuel golf ball remains
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unbonded and these inner hydrocarbon molecules pass to the exhaust and are emitted as pollution.'
Mr McDonnell's e l e c t r o n
stimulator consists of an aluminium molding containing two
or more Neodymium Iron Boron
magnets. These new super strong
magnets were developed in 1987
by Japanese electronics giant
Hitachi. (Mr McDonnell first
conceived of the stimulator in
1964, but when he experimented
with the idea back then, theAlNiCo
magnets of the time did not produce a strong enough magnetic
field to atomise fuel to small particles.)
Mr McDonnell said his electron stimulator consisted of two,
or sometimes four, super magnets
positioned so that opposing magnetic fields, one running northsouth and another running southnorth, were fixed next to each
other.
'There is a reduction in the size
of the fuel globules as they pass
from the carburettor into the
stimulator and hit the first magnetic field,' Mr McDonnell said.
'Then their orbits are totally distorted as they pass through the
second field which is 180 degrees
out of phase with the first.
'The result is a fuel mixture
which is molecular in size - an
homogeneous gas ready for near
complete combustion.'
Recently completed tests by Drs
Barry Luther-Davies and Andrei
Rode at the Laser Physics Centre
at the ANU indicate that the
stimulator 'does strongly reduce
the number of large particles and
increase (s) the number of small
particles. This change is large
enough to affect the combustion
of the fuel'.
Dr Rode said he was sceptical
about Mr McDonnell's claims for
the device when the tests began.
'Now I'd like to have one on my
car,' Dr Rode said. 'It definitely
saves fuel. It works.'
In their r e p o r t on the
stimulator, Drs Rode and LutherCLASSIFIEDS
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A high stakes game of cat and m o u s e
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A retired medical engineer
formerly with the John Curtin
School of Medical Research at
the ANU has invented a device
which he says can reduce the
pollution from cars built before
1986 by up to 40 per cent and
cut their petrol consumption
by the same proportion.
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Davies said the stimulator atomised fuel down to a measure of at
least three microns. The method
the scientists employed to investigate the stimulator did not allow
them to record globules smaller
than three microns.
The much heralded Sarich orbital engine achieves a fuel atomisation of 10 microns, while modern fuel injectors break fuel down
to 130 microns. Fuel atomisation
in older vehicles cannot be measured in micron units because fuel
vapour in these engines is so large
as to be visible to the naked eye.
Renowned Australian artist Pro
Hart is unreserved in his support
for Mr McDonnell's device. Mr
Hart lastyear fitted the McDonnell
electron stimulator to one of his
cars, a Rolls Royce. He has two
6.75 litre Rolls Royce sedan cars
built in 1956. Over six test periods,
he compared fuel consumption
and pollution output from the
vehicle with the stimulator to the
Rolls without.
The Rolls with the stimulator
registered an average hydrocarbon emission of 139 parts per million (ppm). The Rolls without it
emitted hydrocarbons to a level of
520 ppm.
The stimulator reduced fuel
consumption for the fitted Rolls
from 25.5 litres for 100 kilometres
to 13 litres for 100 kilometres. And
whereas the Rolls without the
stimulator had a carbon monoxide output of nine per cent, the
fitted Rolls had a zero output of
CO.
In May this year, the stimulator
was tested on a 1600 cc Ford racing engine at Goodman Racing
Developments. Before being fitted with the stimulator, the engine developed 102.04brake horse
power at 6500 revs. With the unit,
it produced 101.73 brake horse
power at 6500 revs. This represented a minor drop of .31 brake
horse power.
Also, when fitted with the
stimulator, the racing engine
emitted hydrocarbons at a rate of
— Continued on Page 2
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Gold! Gold! Gold! for
me ANU

AN ANU trained team won Australia's first ever gold medal at the
recent 24th International Chemistry Olympiad in the United States.
ANU Chemistry lecturer and one of the team's mentors, Dr Geoff Salem,
said: 'Most people are very familiar with, and supportive of, the notion of
rewarding sporting prowess with Olympic medals, however, it may come as a
surprise to some to learn that a similar system exists to reward academic
excellence, particularly in the sciences.'
The winning Chemistry team comprised three boys and a girl, all in Year
12: Robin Darroch (Canberra Grammar), Peter Psaltis (Collegiate School of
St Peter in Adelaide), Karina Sendt (James Ruse Agricultural High School in
Sydney) and Rodd Snook (Macksville High School in northern NSW). Rodd
Snook was the recipient of the gold medal and the other three students won
bronze medals.
T h i s was by far the best effort by an Australian team at the Chemistry
Olympics in the five years we have been competing,' Dr Salem said.
The four high-school chemistry students were selected earlier this year
from all over Australia following a theory and practical examination and
attended pre-Olympiad training sessions at the ANU in April, to introduce
them to University style and level chemistry.
More than 30 countries participated at this year's Chemistry Olympiad,
which is an annual event, held in a different country each year.

— Kay Barney

Review aims at streamlining
BY DAVID WASHINGTON

A review of admission, enrolment and re-enrolment procedures at the ANU is under way
in a bid to streamline the process and improve services to
students.
The ANU's procedures in relation to undergraduate admission
and enrolment were developed
when the student population was
about half its present size.
The present labour intensive
system relies largely on hard-copy
recording in its initial stages.
The procedures involve high
work demands on administrative
and academic staff and the University is facing reductions in operating grant funding and pressure to improve efficiency and effectiveness.
ACADEMIC DIARY
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In response to these issues, the
Vice Chancellor and the Pro-Vice
Chancellor (Planning and Administration) set up a Review of
Administrative Procedures for the
Admissions, Enrolment and Reenrolment of Students. The review
is examining a range of required
changes including:
• seeking a rationalisation of
course legislation in consultation
with academic staff;
• improved provision of course
information to students by revising official publications so that
they are easier to understand, provision for on-line updating of this
information, and making the information available in alternative
forms such as through computer
terminals or disk;
• review of the use of student ID
cards,

— Continued on Page 2
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CRES in major national
program with Local
Government
The ANU's Centre for Resource and Environmental
Studies (CRES) is at the forefront of the first major initiative
to generate and apply research
on the environment at the level
of Local Government.
CRES has been funded by the
Federal Office of Local Government to administer and service an
Advisory Group on environmental issues and to establish an Environmental Information and Support (EiS) project for Local Government nationally.
The inaugural meeting of the
Advisory Group was opened by
Australia's Ambassador to the Environment, Sir Ninian Stephen, at
the ANU yesterday. The Minister
for Local Government, Mr David
Simmons, officially launched the
program.
The Advisory Group, which is
chaired by Sir Ninian, will provide
advice to Mr Simmons on the involvement of Local Government
in all stages of environmental
management.

Streamlining
review^
,
— Continued from Page 1

• institution of a uniform
grading system;
• examination processing to
be on-line;
•
improvements
to
timetabling arrangements including provision for increased
automation and accessibility;
• students to be encouraged
to take more responsibility for
their own course planning and
maintenance;
• real-time enrolment from
1994 (immediate c o m p u t e r
processing of enrolment).
The Executive Officer to the
Review, Mr Chris Hogan, said
there were some interesting developments both in Australia
and overseas that would be considered in devising the best
possible arrangements for the
ANU in the future.
For example, Queensland

The EiS team has been established to assist councils in locating
appropriate information that can
be applied for the management of
environmental issues such as waste
management, urban planning,
catchment management and
greenhouse issues.
EiS, for example, will help remote and rural councils manage
their environment better, aid
councils in locating and cleaning
up contaminated sites, and develop initiatives for employment
for green industry and land rehabilitation. EiS will put councils in
touch with the most up-to-date
practices.
Project co-ordinator at CRES,
Dr Val Brown, says a great deal of
information on environmental
matters exists, but is not regularly
accessible to, nor translated into,
useful knowledge for Local Government.
'With the increasing realisation
that the only way to effect real
change is through local action,
councils have been working more
universities will be introducing
telephone enrolments from 1993
to s p e e d u p the p r o c e d u r e
whereby a student could connect
up with the university's computer
and key in a code to enrol or
change enrolment.
Another possible development
could be a student ID card, which
would ideally be used by students
to enrol and re-enrol, gain entry
to buildings, as a library card and
to change enrolled subjects.
The electronically coded card,
complete with computer-generated photograph, could be part of
a new computerised admissions,
enrolment and re-enrolment system.
Mr Hogan said a seminar of
senior university administrators
and Faculty representatives had
identified a number of areas where
improvements could be made to
the admissions, enrolment and reenrolment procedures.
He said the system needed to
be computerised to a larger degree to speed up the process and

Environment and Territories.
CRES conducted a survey which
received a wide range ofviews from
Local Government.
The study found that the key
environmental information needs
were more effective devolution of
data from national databases to
meet local needs of Local Government and information networks
(both h u m a n and technical)
linking Local, State and Federal
Governments.
The program launched at the
ANU to address these needs is the
first development of a long-term
national strategy for environmental management at a local level
and is the first national network
linking Local Governments Australia-wide on environmental issues.
the existing computer systems
needed to be integrated.
Mr Hogan said academic involvement in providing advice
should not be abolished, but by
introducing the option of electronic enrolment the workload
of academics would be lighter
and their advice could be directed to where it was most
needed.
He said other changes identified by the seminar included
improvements to the interface
between the student systems and
the university's accounting systems, automatic processing of
academic progress a n d increased networking between
staff to allow for more efficient
on-line entry of data.
He said ongoing consultation
would be a feature of the review
and this was crucial to its success.
People with comments on the
revew are encouraged to contact Mr Hogan on ext 3724 or
fax no 0751.
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He said the law had a crucial
role in halting environmental
degradation but it was vital to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the law so as not to waste
resources on ineffective or inflexible regulations.
'We want to find ways to curb
pollution without making Australian business uncompetitive,' Mr
Cunningham said. 'That involves
being much more flexible than
legislators have been so far.
'Many of our laws inhibit innovation. They encourage industry
to focus on technical compliance,
even when it isn't the best way to
protect the environment.'
Mr Cunningham said the Centre for Environmental Law and
Policy would soon examine the
effectiveness of self-regulation in
the chemical industry.
The nuclear power industry in
the United States had had very
effective self-regulation since the
Three Mile Island disaster. They
had imposed stringent standards

Support for device
— Continued from Page 1

five parts per million (ppm) at 6500
revs. Without the stimulator it discharged hydrocarbons at a rate of 515
ppm.
Mr McDonnell said now that he
had accumulated a range of evidence
to support his claims about his
stimulator, he would seek corporate
backing to get the device into mass
production,
'There are seven million vehicles
in Australia which could be cleaned up
by the stimulator and that would save
the environment and save on people's
fuel bills,' Mr McDonnell said.

Open Day
on the way
A number of departments and
schools are planning joint efforts for the ANU Open Day
on 20 September.
The Research School of Chemistry and the Departments of
Chemistry, Mathematics and
Physics in The Faculties are planning a collaborative project on the
theme of'Discover the Universe'.
The Research School of Earth
Sciences and the Departments of
Geology and Geography are also
considering a joint project on the
'Discover the Earth' theme.
Meanwhile, publicity for the day
has begun with leaflets being distributed at the Melbourne and
Sydney Holiday and Travel Shows
and at tourist sites throughout the
ACT.
A television advertising campaign is planned, reaching a potential three million people, in a
huge area from Victoria to SouthEastern Queensland, but excluding the three east coast State capitals.

LIVERSIDGE COURT APARTMENTS

• Succulent Thai Crab •

Bulk Billed

Mr Cunningham cited regulations governing Australia's chemical industry which he said were
inadequate because they resulted
in insufficient monitoring, failed
to reduce the use of highly toxic
chemicals and did not encourage
industry to develop less toxic alternatives.

on themselves because they knew
another accident would cause the
industry to collapse.
Mr Cunningham said 'right to
know' legislation in the US had
h e i g h t e n e d public awareness
about toxic chemicals. Chemical
companies there had responded
to public pressure by reducing
pollutants in their products well
below that required by law.
As well as offering a graduate
program and other courses in environmental law and policy from
next year, the Centre will also provide consultancy services to public
and private sector organisations
and community groups.
The former Executive Director
of the Australian Conservation
Foundation, Mr Phillip Toyne,
joins the Centre at the beginning
of next year.
Mr Toyne will concentrate on
teaching and research at the Centre, and will initially work on a
history and evaluation of the
transfer of titie to Uluru National
Park to the Aboriginal traditional
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THE Director of the new Centre for Environmental Law and
effectively, more economically and
Policy at the ANU, Mr Neil
more sustainably than ever before,'
Cunningham, says some enviDr Brown says.
ronmental regulations impose
A project called Meeting the Enunnecessary expense on invironment Information Needs ofLocal
Govemm£nt-w2LS funded in 1991 by dustry while doing little to
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Personality fakes
can fall foul
BY DAVID WASHINGTON

Research at t h e A N U has explored for the first time what
h a p p e n s w h e n p e o p l e 'fake'
personality tests in an a t t e m p t
to gain e m p l o y m e n t .
The study showed that a personality test commonly used by
employers and recruitment agencies to choose employees can be
faked.
However, the study also found
the strategy of faking your personality in order to get a job could
backfire.
Successful fakers had to match
the test profile of individuals already in the job. The study discovered that the answers of test subjects who attempted to present a
false picture of themselves in order to get a job were more similar
to their stereotype of thejob rather
than the actual profile of workers
in the field.
The study began last year at the
initiation of honours studentjohn
Cologon, and with the collaboration of Drs Julie Duck and Doug
Mahar from the Department of
Psychology in The Faculties.

The personality test under the
spotiight was the Myers Briggs Type
Inventory, commonly used by executive recruitment agencies in
Canberra and elsewhere in Australia and overseas.
The study engaged 44 subjects,
all of whom were asked, over several weeks, to complete the 100question test truthfully, then answer the questions to give as good
an impression of themselves as
possible.
The study then focused on a
particular vocation. The subjects
were asked to answer according to
their stereotypical view of psychiatric nurses. Finally, the subjects
were asked to undertake the test
as if they were unemployed psychiatric nurses, desperate to get work.
All of these results were compared to results of the Myers Briggs
test completed by 40 psychiatric
nurses.
Dr Mahar said subjects attempting to fake the test to get the
targeted job were 'spectacularly
unsuccessful' in that the resulting
profile was the opposite of the
profile of actual psychiatric nurses.
'One explanation of this is that

subjects attempting to fake to gain
a job move towards their stereotype of that occupation, and
hence their success in faking will
be limited by the accuracy of that
stereotype,' he said.
He said no particular personality type was better at faking than
others and the sexes too had
similar results. The subjects were
closest to the profile of a psychiatric nurse when they gave honest or
'fake good' answers.
Despite the failure of the subjects to successfully fake the test,
the study still showed it was possible to fake answers, potentially with
success.
'If people had an accurate
stereotype, this data would suggest
that they would be successful in
their faking,' Dr Mahar said.
'With executives (attempting to
fmd work through agencies) often they would have worked in the
profession themselves and would
be looking for a job in the same
area.'
Drs Mahar and Duck are considering following up the study to
examine more commonly-known
professions.

Scientists must share their knowledge
BY JIM MAHONEY
SCIENTISTS ' o w e d i t ' t o t h e g e n -

eral public to share their research findings if they expected
the c o m m u n i t y to c o n t i n u e
f u n d i n g t h e m , according to Dr
Don Faulkner, Acting Director

of ANU's M o u n t Stromlo a n d
Siding Spring Observatories
(MSSSO).
'What one does in science is
very interesting and totally selfabsorbing,' Dr Faulkner said.
' But we owe it to the public who
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Japanese look to
forge links wuith ANU

fund our work, to pay them back
by keeping them informed. It is
something one ought to do in any
case simply for the joy of sharing
one's excitement.
'It is also something we ought
to keep in the back of our minds if
we expect the public to keep funding us so we can make scientific
discoveries on their b e h a l f
He said speakers at the recent
Australian Astronomical Society
meeting had pointed out that a
fundamental requirement if astronomers were to be successful in
building the planned very large
optical telescope in Australia (ANU
Reporter, 13 May) was 'to keep that
level of excitement up' in the public.
Dr Faulkner was speaking at
the opening of the refurbished
scientific exhibition and visitors'
centre at the Siding Spring Observatory in northern NSW by Professor Allan Barton, ANU's Pro
Vice-Chancellor (Finance and
Fabric).
Siding Spring Observatory attracts up to 30,000 visitors a year
and according to the Observatory's Manager, Drjohn Dawe, it has
the potential to attract 50,000 visitors a year.
Professor Barton said that as a
'shopfront' for the ANU, the exhibition displaying the work of
MSSSO was an excellent means of
developing an interest in science
among the large number of high
school students who visited Siding
Spring each year.

A senior delegation offour Japanese academics visited Australia last month to assess the
potential for student exchange. During the visit, Professor I Yamazawa of Hitotsubashi
University (above) conducted a tutorial for Japanese students already on exchange to the
ANU. The delegation agreed to adopt 'trial programs'to build on the pioneering arrangements of the ANU's Faculty of Asian Studies, for research as well as undergraduate
exchanges. The ANU is the only Australian university with a Faculty of Asian Studies.
Student exchange programs between Japan and the United States, and Japan and
Furope are not working well according to Professor Shigeo Mikoshiba in the Department of
Electronics Engineering at the University of Electro-Communications, Chofugaoka, (reported in Australian Campus Review Weekly, 30July). This was why Japanese universities wanted smaller scale exchanges with Australia.

What's on

at

University House
Wednesday 12 August
6.30pm
in Hall

House Dinner
Music with dinner by Fiona
Macdonald, piano, Sarah Sutcliffe,
clarinet, Adam Piechocinski, violin

Saturday 15 August
7pm for 7.30pm
in Hall

Postgraduate Student Ball
with the Jumping Jazz Cats
3 course dinner (with wine) tickets
from PARSA office $27.00
postgrads, $30 non-postrgads

Wednesday 19 August
6.30pm
in Hall

House Dinner
Music with dinner by Gerard
Larkins, flute, Sandra Ogalvie,
piano

The New Club Room in the Cellar is now open for pleasant informal
gathering, daytime or in the evening.
The House is offering a special weekend rate for accommodation all this
year: $77 per room per night Fridays and Saturdays.
Some conditions apply: telephone 249 5 2 7 5 / 6
Discounts for members in BOFFINS and the Cellar;
and everyone's drinks are cheaper during Happy Hour
at Old Canberra House every Thursday 5pm-6.30pm.
Happy Hour at Old Canberra House for members of PARSA,
5.30-6.30pm every Friday.
For general enquiries telephone 249 5211 or 5281.
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The cat and the mouse
in the Middle East
BY AMIN

SAIKAL*

THE United States and Iraq may
yet find themselves on a collision course.
Although the latest dispute over
the implementation of the Gulf
War ceasefire agreement was defused peacefully in late July, a military confrontation between the two
sides still remains on the cards.
Lying at the root of this possibility are President Saddam
Hussein's determination to do
everything he can to abort the USdriven UN efforts to destroy his
rule and President Bush's need to
have a serious foreign policy diversion while facing an election from
a position of all-time low popularity as measured by opinion polls.
Whatever happens, the Iraqi
problem is unlikely to go away in
the near future. There is every
chance for it to linger on as a
festering threat to regional stability. It is now two years since Iraq
invaded Kuwait on 2 August 1990
and about eighteen months since
the US-led military campaign reversed that invasion.
It is important to be reminded
here that the eviction of the Iraqi
troops from Kuwait and the protection of oil supplies were the
central but not the only goals of
Washington at the time. As President Bush and his senior advisors
subsequently confirmed, the military campaign was also designed
to achieve a number of secondary,
but from the American perspective nonetheless highly significant
objectives. Three were particularly
important.
The first was to relegate Saddam
Hussein's regime to such a position of domestic and regional insignificance that the United States
would be able to dispose of it at an
appropriate time. The second was
to reshape the geopolitics of the
region to the extent that never
again would a force like that of
Saddam Hussein be able to rise to
challenge the American and for
that matter Western interests in
the region.
The third was, in President
Bush'swords, 'to kick the Vietnam
syndrome' and truly establish the
US position as the sole superpower
in a post-Soviet world, and thus
create a new world order conducive to this position. Yet the campaign achieved littie success in
these respects.

COMMENT
of Hussein has made it hard to
convince the American public that
they have at last left the Vietnam
syndrome behind.
While achieving its primary
goals, the campaign caused more
confusion and uncertainty in both
the region and American foreign
policy than ever. It fell far short of
achieving its political objectives.
What seemed to dominate the
mind of many American policymakers was the belief that a military defeat of Iraq in Kuwait was in
itself sufficient to achieve all of
America's secondary objectives.
Apparently, little consideration
was given to those aspects of
Saddam Hussein' s power structure
and rule that had enabled him to
survive some serious domestic and
external chall^enges in the past.
Washington approached the
whole problem mainly from a
Western mindset; and this blinded
it to the very unorthodox means
of legitimacy and governance that
the Iraqi leader had crafted to
maintain a firm grip on power.
However, ever since the end of
Desert Storm, the continued ability of Saddam Hussein not only to
survive, but to reconsolidate his
power and periodically challenge
the United States by refusing to
co-operate with the UN in implementing the Gulf War ceasefire
agreement has proved increasingly
embarrassing for President Bush.
From Saddam Hussein's perspective, the longer he remains in
power the more it enables him to
gain the higher political ground
and frustrate the Bush Administration's efforts to claim either total
victory in the Gulf War or greater
regional dominance.
This enables him to v^thstand
the humiliation of his defeat in
the Gulf War and the danger arising from the suffering that has
been inflicted upon the Iraqi people and from the virtual loss of his
control over Iraq's Kurdish population which has come under the
endorsed protection of Western
powers.

It neither crushed President
Hussein's military power to the
extent that was claimed at the end
of the war, nor created conditions
that could bring regional stability
and allow the United States to refrain from acting as the policeman of the region.

Although he showed little sense
of judgment when he invaded
Kuwait, he seems to have been
making up for that in the past few
months by taking on President
Bush from time to time during
what is, by any yardstick, a very
difficult election year for him.
Saddam Hussein's challenges,
which may increase in intensity as
the US election day approaches,
have the potential to be domestically either beneficial or highly
costly for President Bush.

Nor did it result in the t ^ e of
victory that could free the United
States from pressure to pursue
future military actions against Iraq
or for that matter any other potential adversary, such as Iran, in the
region. And the awkward survival

On the one hand, a military
confrontation could provide an
electorally beleaguered President
Bush with an important foreign
policy diversion which, as the situation stands, would have bipartisan
Congressional support. The call
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by his Democratic Presidential
opponent. Bill Clinton, for tough
measures against Saddam Hussein,
can only strengthen Bush's resolve
in favour of military actions.
The President could reasonably
hope that such actions would once
again revive the position of global
leadership that he acquired in the
wake of the Gulf War, and reverse
the rapid decline of his popularity.
On the other hand a confrontation could backfire, especially if
it failed to achieve its goal of removing Saddam Hussein from the
scene. Even if it did result in the
removal of the Iraqi leader there
would be no guarantee that this
would not lead to greater instability
in Iraq, with serious regional implications.
Washington hopes that now it
may finally be able to help the
Iraqi opposition to form an effective alternative government; but
this is only a possibility, for the
opposition forces are no more
united today than they were a year
ago, and there is no regional consensus on the part of Iran and
Iraq's Arab neighbours in favour
of a takeover by these forces.
A military confrontation could
easily reduce President Bush's
chances of winning the election.
The American people have grown
deeply concerned about their
economic situation and may not
warm to the foreign policy actions
of a President whom they have
come to regard as more interested
in helping others outside the
United States rather than the
American people.
No doubt, Saddam Hussein is
aware of the impact that his behaviour could have on Bush's electoral chances. And just as Iran's
spiritual political leader Ayatollah
Khomeini managed to act in such
a way in 1983 during the American Presidential election over the
hostage crisis as to ensure President Jimmy Carter's electoral defeat, so Saddam Hussein may entertain the objective of inflicting a
similar defeat on President Bush
in 1992.
Thus, the President faces a serious dilemma. Whether he takes
on Saddam Hussein or not, he will
risk his electoral chances. On the
balance, however, he may opt for
a military confrontation, particularly if he and his minders reach
the conclusion that, irrespective
of the Saddam factor, they are
most likely to lose the election.
By launching an attack against
Iraq, President Bush may seek at
least to enhance his position and
to go down in history as the President who did not allow a Middle
Eastern 'bully' to push him
around, even if it meant the loss of
the presidency for him.
*Dr Amin Saikal is reader in political
science at the Australian National
University.

LETTERS
Hardman replies
I am pleased to respond to
the letter from Matthew L
J a m e s {ANUReporter,

22July),

and in particular to confirm
that 'more than $72 (has
been) spent ruminating this
case'.
What is important is why the
expenditure of scarce resources
was required. The matter is
complex and to explain fully
would require more space than
is available.
A Mr Geoff A Edwards applied for a staff parking permit
complete with cheque for $72
on 3 January 1992.
Routine checks did not reveal a staff member of this name
on file and so the form was returned.
Mr Edwards resubmitted the
form with a student identification number, but checks again
revealed that Mr Edwards had
not yet enrolled for 1992. He
further requested a refund of
the difference between the
original staff permit application
fee and that for students $27. He asked for payment to be
made to 'Astratech Communications'.
Following validation of Mr
Edwards' enrolment, a permit
was issued to Mr Edwards and
forwarded to the address on his
inital application.
Next a Mr James (and here,
dear readers, you will note the
first mention of the complainant's name -you must have been
wondering what the foregoing
reference to Mr Edwards was all
about) came to the Traffic Office on 16 April and demanded
to know what was happening
about his refund of $27.
He entered the secure office
and demanded that the till be
opened and a cash refund by
produced immediately. The B
&:G staff member advised she
could find no refund being
processed for a Mr James and
had no record of an application
for a permit in that name. Mr
James then suggested a search
under the name of Mr Edwards
- again no refund could be
revealed: it was, of course, being
processed under 'Astratech
Communications' (see above).
Mr James left the office.
After several attempts over a
number of days contact was
made with Mr James. He was
invited to speak with the officer
in charge of the Traffic Office
and verified the fact that unsigned letters purporting to be
from Mr Edwards were in his
handwriting. Further he advised
that the application in the name
of Mr Edwards was also in his
handwriting.
During further enquiries Mr
James admitted that /i^ was NOT
ELIGIBLE for a permit but had
made enquiries on campus from
various departments and had
been given the student number

and name of Geoff A Edwards.
He then requested that the
whole of the $72 he had paid be
refunded.
Mr James was asked to request the refund in writing (as
standard procedure) and provide a statutory declaration that
permit number 20990 (see
above) had not, as he stated,
been received. This has not been
received to date.
But what, you must be wondering, of the real Mr Edwards?
He was also contacted on 5 May
when he advised that:
• he had not applied for a
permit and did not own a vehicle; and
• he did not know Mr James.
The circle was complete
when Mr Edwards applied for a
permit in his own name on 2
June, having now acquired a
vehicle. Of course, the system
indicated that he already has
one. This has been sorted out
and Mr Edwards now has his
permit.
We heard nothing further
from Mr James since asking for
the statutory declaration until
he wrote to the Secretary, and
contacted PARSA, complaining
about our refusal to process a
refund until the declaration had
been received.
At this point it was agreed
that the Secretary and I would
interview Mr James. Amongst
other questions, we were anxious to find out how he was able
to obtain a valid student
number. Mr James refused to
attend a meeting in the Secretary's office.
Mr James now accuses the
Traffic Office and the University administration of 'idiotic
and autocratic bureaucracy'
when he was never entitied to a
permit in the first place.
Mr James is entitied to a refund. Should he care to follow
the procedure he has been advised of, preferably presenting
it to me in person, a refund will
be processed.
It is sobering to discover how
this sequence of events caused a
large-scale waste of human resources at a time of considerable work overload.
Staff and students should be
aware that our normal checks
will reveal any attempt to try this
sort of thing and that there are
penalties in place for such actions, following Council's review
of the Traffic and Parking Statute approved early 1992.

Flora sad
ANU campus has looked
somewhat forlorn this year
with so many of its fine eucalypts turning brown and
bare.
Can anyone enlighten me as
to the disease and the prospect
of recovery?
HWDick
ANU Reporter welcomes letters
from readers. Letters should be no
more than 350 words but can
cover any subject, not just
matters related to the University
or higher education.

Music owes big debt to 'The Don^
terned and tortured by the Japanese who interpreted a change in
the musical program one night as
some sort of subversive signal.
He later arrived, penniless, in
Australia, and was picked up by
Eugene Goossens for the SSO.
It would take a small book to
record the rest of Painter's musical achievements: the string quartet with Pikler, the Australian
Chamber Orchestra and his time
as Director of the Conservatorium.
By
1985
the
Sydney
Conservatorium had started to
become more and more involved
in the teacher training area.

BY PETER LOGUE

THE hundreds of students who
have passed through the Canberra School of Music since
1985 owe a debt of gratitude to
a maestro who waved his wand
not in the concert hall but on
the cricket pitch.
At the age of 16, with 12 years of
intense musical training behind
him and a career of enormous
potential ahead, John Painter began to suffer from what is now
known as repetitive strain injury or in 1940s parlance, 'a bad back'.
'I was able to play for shorter
and shorter periods - down to
three or four minutes - until such
time as I was unable to accept any
professional engagements because
I couldn' t sit there long enough to
play.'
By chance his father in Adelaide
mentioned the problem to the
man in the office next door, one
Donald Bradman, cricketer without peer. Bradman suggested that
the youngjohn Painter visit a man
named Saunders in Melbourne
who looked after the Australian
Cricket Team.
After some muscular manipulation followed by the handing
over of 10 shillings, the problem
was fixed and John Painter became aware of the importance of
posture in music, a lesson that has
stayed with him and which he imparts to the students at the Canberra School of Music, where he
has been Director since 1985.
J o h n P a i n t e r ' s enthusiasm
about his school remains undiminished by the hard work of the
past seven years; if anything, the
amalgamation with the ANU has
boosted his confidence about the
School's future.
'I think the amalgamation of
the Institute of the Arts with the
ANU is certainly the most successful, probably one of the few successful amalgamations.
'So far, in my experience, I feel
welcomed into the ANU and we
certainly welcome this amalgamation.'
He sees the Institute as the new
port of entry into the ANU for the
Canberra community and beyond
and has some ambitious plans for
redesigning the layout which
would create a more inviting
'gateway' for the public into the
riches of the ANU Campus.
And he believes that at an academic level the amalgamation has
opened up a whole range of opportunities for the School of Music, with the introduction nextyear
of a Masters degree in performance, composition and musicology and a Doctorate in Musicology.
Of course with 250 full-time
students and 500 single studies
students, all of this takes a lot of
hard work; and if 'hard work' was
an academic subject, John Painter
would be an Emeritus Professor.
At the age of four, and driven
by the aspirations of his musical
parents in Adelaide, he began
studying piano.
'It was a chore because I think

The offer came of a position as
Director of the Canberra School
of Music.
'So while I loved the p l a c e - I ' d
been there the best part of my life
- and I was its director, the opportunity to come to a school which
had at the top of its flag pole the
training of the professional, performing musician, to the exclusion of everything else was, for me,
very attractive.'
The Canberra School of Music
had been founded by an old colleague, Ernest Llewellyn, who, in
turn, had been followed by John
Winther, a man with similar views
about performance and the development of the performer.
my parents had very high aspirations for me and therefore practice was a routine every day that
was very highly disciplined and
every m i n u t e supervised and
amounted to several hours each
day, for as long back as I remember,' he recalls.
It deprived him of what most
would regard as a normal childhood, friendship with peers, sport
and other children's activities.
His graduation from piano to
cello can be put down to the driving ambition of his parents. They
insisted that he get at least honours in every piano examination
but, in the final grade of the Australian Music Education Board
exam, he got a credit.

did not involve an instrument.
There were body presses, rolling oranges to this teacher and a
general discovery of how the body
worked.
'As a result of that and later,
when I was in Sydney in full flight,
I would do a three hour rehearsal
with the orchestra in the morning,
a recording session in the afternoon, a concert at night, and go
and play chamber music after the
concert,' he recalls.

His parents said he would have
to do it again. 'But the deal was
that if I did it again and got honours I would be able to take up
another instrument.'
He chose cello because it was
the instrument his parents were
least likely to know anything about
and therefore couldn't interfere.
At the age of 13 he was playing
in the cello section of the Adelaide
Symphony Orchestra.
His formal education continued with private tutors as he concentrated more and more on his
music.
When he was 16 he began his
long and fruitful relationship with
the NSW Conservatorium.
He was fortunate to be one of
three cellists chosen to study with
a man by the name of Lauri
Kennedy, a cellist picked by Nellie
Melba to tour with her in Australia
and overseas, and grandfather of
the precocious Nigel Kennedy.

It's a lesson that has stayed with
him. 'It underlined for me the
real responsibility that music
teachers have, notjust in teaching
notes, interpretation and intellectual things, but in teaching the
athletic side of music.'
Life at that time was also about
jazz, big radio orchestras and, for
the era, an unimaginable amount
of money.
After living initially in a Church
of England Hostel he moved to a
house in Hunter's Hill occupied
by the musical Price family, which
included Ray Price from the Port
Jackson Dixieland Band.
Ray and the youngjohn Painter
used to take off for MacMasters
Beach north of Sydney to play
dixielandjazz (with Painter on the
piano) at the local store, in return
for free accommodation and the
pursuit of their joint obsession,
fishing.
The big Colgate Pamolive radio shows, starring the likes of
Jack Davey and Roy Rene, needed
regular musicians which resulted
in John Painter earning 70 to 80
pounds a week, a fortune at the
time and still so nowadays for a lot
of young students.

After the traumatic back trouble,John Painter's first, and many
subsequent, lessons with Kennedy

After a time as principal cellist
in the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra, he joined the Sydney

Symphony Orchestra, then under
the control of the legendary
Eugene Goossens.
When he became principal cellist he was asked to join the staff of
the Sydney Conservatorium, perhaps the beginning of his interest
in music education.
'I was not really inclined towards education at the time but
once I started I found it very interesting; because the quickest way to
learn is to teach.'
It was during his time at the
SSO that he met the man he describes as having the biggest influence on his musical life, intellectually, emotionally and technically.
He was filling in as principal
cellist in an SSO concert in the
sleepy Queensland cattle town of
Warwick.
'I was suddenly stuck with a
very big solo passage in the orchestra and I thought I did it reasonably well.'
When he went back to the motel the man in the next room, the
principal violist, Robert Pikler,
came in and said 'You know you
can't go on playing the cello like
that,' and Painter asked 'Why not?'
'I remember that night as the
turning point in my career. He
spent, I suppose, two or three
hours, analysing the way to get
from one particular note on the
instrument to another note which
was nine inches away.'
It got to the stage when a trombone player knocked on the door
and told them to go to bed.
After that he had a lot of lessons from Pikler, a player he admired for his musical and intellectual ability.
Pikler, a Hungarian, had taken
an orchestra to India, ended up in
wartime Java and had been inANU

John Painter brought his own
philosophy to the School: 'Ibelieve
in trusting one's staff and not
getting in their way.
'I think the calibre of staff that
were here when I came and are
still here, have ideas and initiatives, that if they're not thwarted
in anyway, can bring an enormous
amount to the school, to Canberra
and to the country,' he says.
'And therefore I see myself as a
facilitator who takes ideas and
supports staff and allows them to
develop, rather than me imposing
a lot of ideas on very creative individuals and stifling their creations.'
In the longer term he believes
the Canberra School will develop
as /A^facility for musical excellence
in the Southern Hemisphere, just
as thejulliard School in New York
performs that task for the United
States and the Moscow School for
Europe.
'I believe it's an ideal place to
do it and I think I'd like to make
my contribution to that happening before I go,' he says.
He seeks to attract the best
quality performers to the staff of
the school, though he recognises
that this policy may disrupt their
regular teaching program.
For example the guitar teacher
Timothy Kain and percussion
teacher Michael Askill have been
recruited to join John Williams'
most recent musical ensemble on
tour in Europe.
'They would be of much less
value to me if I said "no"; in fact
they would leave,' he says.
'But to have people that John
Williams will select on the staff of
the institution means that students
are attracted to them from all
around the country,' he adds.
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IN BRIEF
candidate, should be sent to the
returning officer, Mr Warwick
Williams, to reach him by 5pm on
Friday, 21 August. Those nominated must be eligible members
of the House. The fellows elected
will hold office undl 30 September 1994.

New name
The Department of Prehistory
and Anthropology has changed
its name to the Department of
Archaeology and Anthropology, effective from 11 July.
When the department was established in 1971, prehistoric archaeology was a new discipline in
Australia and there was a need to
establish it as a unique branch of
archaeology.

New reps
Four students have been elected
unopposed to fill student vacancies on the Board of The Faculties.
Those elected, for a term from
1 September 1992 to 31 August
1993, were Anna Fieldhouse, Faculty of Arts, Gareth Mills, Faculty
of Asian Studies, James Hall, Faculty of Science, and Lyndon
Coppin, Undergraduate Student.

In the past decade, the existence of a range of archaeologies
has become more widely accepted
in the Australian academic world.
The name change takes account
of this development and is in line
with trends in departmental tides
in Australia and overseas.

No nominations were received
from the Faculty of Economics and
Commerce or for the Graduate
Student Membership. A ballot will
be necessary to elect one member
from among their number by undergraduate students of the Faculty of Law. The ballot will be held
on 13 August.

English review
The University's Admissions
Committee is reviewing the ANU' s
English language requirements.
These requirements traditionally apply to both undergraduate
and graduate students. Submissions to the review committee
should reach the Admissions Officer, Mrs Cooke, Chancelry Annex, by 21 August.

Higher education
examined
The Humanities Research
Centre will hold a colloquium on
the changing character of the
higher education system in Australia at Macquarie University on
16 September.

PARSA meets
The Annual General Meeting of
the Postgraduate and Research
Students'Association Inc (PARSA)
will be held on Tuesday, 15 September, at 12.30pm in the Mills
Room, Chancelry.
Nominations for the Postgraduate Representative Council
are now open. Nominadons close
at the PARSA office, 26 Balmain
Crescent, on Monday, 31 August,
at 5pm.

U House
nominations
Nominations are being invited for
the election of fellows to University^ House to fill two vacancies.
Nominations in writing, including the written consent of the

Towards 2000
Professor Ippei Yamazawa, from
the Department of Economics at
Hitotsubashi University, will give a
public seminar on 'Asia-Pacific
Towards the Year 2000' on 24 August.
The seminar, in seminar room
A of the Coombs Building, will
begin at 12.30pm. Professor
Yamazawa is a visiting fellow at the
Australia-Japan Research Centre
and has been working on Pacific
economic co-operation for many
years.

Cooma skeletons
The discovery of two 7000-yearold Aboriginal skeletons at Cooma
will be the subject of the Canberra
Archaeological Society's next
meeting, on 19 August.
The meeting will feature a talk
by Dr Colin Pardoe, research fellow at the Australian Institute of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, and Ms Sue Feary,
ANU graduate and regional archaeologist for the south-east region in the NSW National Parks
and Wildlife Service.
The society will have dinner at
Caterina's, on the ANU campus,
before the meeting at the Humanities Research Centre, AD
Hope Building, ANU.

International
students

Faculties election
results

Cuisine from all parts of the world
and traditional cultural dance will
be features of the International
Night, to be held on Saturday, 15
August, at the University of Canberra refectory.

Seven staff members have been
elected unopposed to fill academic
staff vacancies in the membership
of the Board of the Faculties.
Those elected are Dr Anthea
Hyslop, Dr FW Lewins (Faculty of
Arts), Dr Shohei Yoshida (Faculty
of Asian Studies), Dr T J O'Neill
(Faculty of Economics and Commerce), Dr S Parker (Faculty of
Law), Dr H-A Bachor, Dr B Lees
(Faculty of Science).
The term of office is two years,
from 1 September 1992 to 31 August 1994.

The night, organised by the
Canberra Council for International Students and funded by the
Australian International Development Assistance Bureau, is a celebration of people's different origins and cultures. Entry is free.
Food vouchers cost 50 cents each.

Theatre scholarship
Ms Hilary Elliott, who graduated
from the ANU with honours in
1990, specialising in English and
Drama, has gained admission to
the Workshop Theatre in the
School of English at the University
of Leeds as a candidate for the
degree of MA in Theatre Studies.

Soc^

After being awarded a Tetley
and Lupton Scholarship for Overseas Students, Ms Elliott has now
been awarded the prestigious
Pilkington-Foreign and Commonwealth Office-Leeds University Scholarship 1992 to enable
her to undertake her chosen
course, beginning in October. The
Scholarship is valued at A$27,250.

SHOP
Mon-Thurs: 9-5:30
Fri: 9-9 & Sat: 9-3:30
16 Garema Place,
Civic,
Ph: 249 8011

Russia seminar

The colloquium. The Changing
Idea of an Australian University Since the White Paper (1987), Part
One: The View From Inside, will be
held in conjunction with the annual general meeting of the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee.

Dr Adrian Jones, visiting fellow at
the Humanities Research Centre,
will give a work-in-progress seminar on 18 August on Russian peasants, their 'masters' and interpreters.

The colloquium is designed to
be a critical stock-taking of the
higher education system, from the
perspective of those currently
shaping Australian universities.

The paper will attempt to trace
the social constituents of the
agrarian history of the late Imperial and early Soviet Russia in their
mutuality - not in isolation.

Part two, a seminar, will discuss
the themes raised and will be held
in the first semester of next year in
Canberra.

The seminar will be held at
4pm in the Humanities Research
Centre Reading Room in the AD
Hope Building.

n
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ARTS DIARY:
Monday 17 August
Graduate Diploma Jazz Recital -

Wayne Kelly, piano. Rehearsal
Room 3 (RR3). 7pm. Admission
jfree. CSM.
CSA Gallery. Margaret West 'Interstices' works from 1981 -1992.
A selected survey of work, including experimental jewellery,
interacting with the body and
poetry by Sydney Artist. Until 5
September. CSA.
'Persecution and Resurrection'

an exhibition of lithographs by
Robert Mendham, Lecturer in
the CSA Printmaking workshop.
CSA.

Tuesday 18 August
Postgraduate recital - Kate

Bowan, piano. RR3. 8.15pm.
Admission free. CSM.

L

Wednesday 19 August

ANU
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Foyer

Gallery.

Helmtrud

Nystrom. Colour etchings by
Visiting Swedish Artist, this exhibition will also feature a display of Swedish handcrafts. Undl 29 August. CSA.

Thursday 20 August
Chamber music by M a r t i n u ,

Schubert and Sitsky played by
The Llewellyn Ensemble. Thursday Evening Concert 3.
Llewellyn Hall. 8.15pm. Admission: $18 and $12 at the door.
CSM.

Sunday 23 August
Carillon recital by Jill Forrest,
University Carillonist, The University of Sydney. 2.45pm 3.30pm. CSM.

Friday 28 August
'Cinderella' - the ballet to mu-
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17 August "30 August

The Institute of the Arts (ITA) at the A N U
comprises the Canberra School of Art (CSA)
and the Canberra School of Music (CSM).
Most entries in Arts Diary relate to the two
schools but any organisations or individuals
with an association with the University or the
Schools are welcome to submit information
for publication. The deadline for Diary entries for the n e x t issue is 5 p m on M o n day 17August, and will be f o r the p e r i o d
31 August to 13 September i n c l u s i v e . Further information please contact Clare Bayada,
ANU Reporter, x 2 1 0 6 .
sic by Prokofiev. The National Capital Dancers and
the CSM Symphony Orchestra Music Director: Richard
Mclntyre OAM. Choreography by Robert Ray. Llewellyn
Hall. 8.00pm. Tickets available at $18, $15, $11, $48

(family) at CSM Box Office,
10-28 August 9am-2pm and
National Capital Dancers office Ph 2810080. CSM.

Saturday 29 August
'Cinderella' - (as above), 2pm 8c
8.00pm. CSM.

Sunday 30 August
Carillon recital by

Magassy.
CSM.

Suzanne

2.45pm-3.30pm.

Seattle. 2 7 / 8 / 9 2 - 2 3 / 9 / 9 2 .
CSM.
John T o m k i n ,

Bookbinder,

hosted by Graphic Investigation. Until 21 September
CSA.

Visitors
Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra. Undl 23 August. CSM.

MikalojusPovilasVilutis, Lithuanian artist, hosted by Graphic
Investigation. Until 23 August.
CSA.

Inge Brandt Lassen, Danish ce-

Penny Wells, T a s m a n i a n art-

ramic Artist in the Ceramics
Workshop. For eightweeks. CSA.

ist, in the Printmaking Workshop. Until 30 August. CSA.
Chen Wenxun, Violin, Hong
K o n g A c a d e m y f o r the
Peforming Arts. 17 August.
CSM.

Duncan Abercromby, Clarinet,

H e l m u d Nystrom,

Swedish

p r i n t m a k e r , Printmaking
workshop. Until 20 September. CSA.
Sue Pedley, Sydney Artist,
in the Painting W o r k s h o p .
First half o f S e c o n d Semester. CSA.
P r o f e s s o r Bela Siki,

Piano,

University o f Washington,

New

Head

Stephen

of

Workshop.

Proctor,

English

Glass Artist, has arrived to take
up his position as Head of the
CSA Glass workshop. CSA. ^

ROBERT IAN HILL 1 9 5 3 —
Battling xvith
animals that
degrade

1992
When the
money stops
rolling in
'What happens when the Japanese stop saving?' The question w^as, to say the least, unexpected.

ONE thing that did surprise . . . was the
relative scarcity of rabbits. Oh, they
were certainly around, as the roadside
meat market showed every morning,
but were not (yet) in plague proportions.
A few more relatively good years,
however, and it is a fair bet that they
would be. Then they too would make
their contribution to the continued
slow ruination of Australia's natural
heritage.
Many Australians are aware that an
earlier plague of rabbits was combatted
by the successful introduction into
Australia of Myxoma virus, a naturallyoccurring organism which infects rabbits elsewhere, producing the disease
myxomatosis.
Initially myxomatosis had a very
high mortality rate, and almost all infected rabbits died. However, less-virulent mutations of the virus soon appeared which killed fewer infected
rabbits and which took longer to kill
those which did die.
These strains were favoured because the infection lingered, making it
much more likely to be passed on to
other rabbits.
Rabbits which recovered from a
M)'jcomainfection were immune to further attack, and could go on breeding,
which they prompdy did. Thus the
efficacy of the Myxoma virus as a control agent slowly declined.
Although various attempts have
been made to reverse this trend, such
as by reintroducing new lethal strains
to selected areas, these new strains
have not become established widely,
largely because they kill infected rabbits too rapidly for continued spread
of the virus to occur.
Until now. The four decades since
the introduction of the Myxoma virus
have seen a tremendous growth in our
understanding of how natural processes work, increasingly at a molecular
level.
Advances in a range of fields now
give scientists the possibility of changing selected aspects of the Myxoma virus in order to increase substantially
its effectiveness as a rabbit control
agent.
Briefly, scientists working for a proposed Cooperative Research Centre
for Biological Control of Vertebrate
Populations sponsored by the CSIRO's
Division of Wildlife and Ecology, the
Australian National University, the
University of Wollongong, the Agricultural Protection Board and the Department of Conservation and Land
Management of the Western Australian Government want to explore the
possibility that they can modify slightiy
the Myxoma virus so that rather than
attack the mucous tissue of rabbits it
will affect only the eggs and sperm,
rendering infected animals sterile but
otherwise healthy.
This approach of using the animal's own immune system to render it
sterile
is
known
as
immunocontraception. Such a modified Myxoma would have tremendous
advantages, the chief one being that as
it doesn't kill its host, there will be no
strong pressure to select for a more
benign form.

— Robert Hill
(Extractfrom article published mThe
Canberra Times, 18 December
1991.)

Robert Hill pictured at the launch of the Commitment to Discovery exhibition

DR Robert Hill of the Research School of Earth Sciences died suddenly on 25
July, aged 38.
A large group gathered on
29 July for a funeral service at
which several speakers honoured
his memory with sadness and affection.
There are many who grieve
Robert Hill's passing: family and
close friends, colleagues here and
abroad, academics, administrators, journalists, members of
parliament and government.
The diversity of his friends and
the affection and respect with
which they remember him are
measures of an unusual person.
He was quietly spoken and
even tempered, but he brought
a disciplined passion to a wide
range of activities. He was severely critical of things he disapproved of, but maintained a
warmth and humour in his dealings with allies and adversaries
alike. He had ideals, but he also
acted, often to great effect. Above
all he was generous with his time,
with his knowledge and with his
regard for his fellows.
Robert Hill was a scientist, a
geologist, but he was also a citizen of the University, his country
and the world, and he took the
responsibilities of citizenship
unusually seriously. He will be
widely remembered for his writings in the popular press on issues
concerning science and society.
Fewer will be aware of his promodon of the health and excellence of the University and of
higher education in general. He
had a love of the bush complemented by a clear-headed concern for the health of the physical environment. Some of his
activities gave him a high profile,
but in others he was quiet and
self-effacing. He was no prima
donna.

Robert obtained a first-class
honours degree from the ANU
Geology Department in 1976. One
of his outstanding traits was clearly
evident by the time he graduated,
in that he had already acquired a
voluminous knowledge of Australian geology. Through the rest of
his short life he accumulated a
vast store of information on diverse
topics that was the basis of his most
important achievements. He
shared this knowledge freely and
was himself an important resource
for many colleagues.
Robert's scientific work ranged
from the detailed to the comprehensive, and from the fundamental to the practical, but was marked
always by an unusual perception
of the larger context and implications of the work. He obtained a
PhD from Caltech in 1984 and
went on to be a research associate
at Cambridge, a research fellow in
RSES and finally a Queen Elizabeth
II Fellow in RSES.
His PhD research was on the
dynamic processes involved in the
intrusion of magma into the crust.
Later he studied the sources of
deep crustal fluids, the occurrence
of oil and gas deposits, the geological setting of ore bodies and
the processes that formed and
modified the continental crust. In
two recent papers he suggested
how continental breakup and
many other features of the continental crust that occur away from
the boundaries of tectonic plates
may be due to the influence of
'plumes' rising from deep in the
earth's man tie.
A reviewer of the latter work
commented that it was full of novel
and stimulating insights. Several
of Robert's papers have opened
important new avenues that many
others will explore, and they will
stand as monuments to his scientific accomplishments and vision.
The University as a whole is in
Robert's debt. He has been pub-

licly credited with being a primary catalyst in the creation of
the University's very successful
e x h i b i t i o n of ANU science
achievements entitled Commitment to Discovery.
He was subsequently invited
to work in the Chancelry helping
with the development of proposals for the Cooperative Research Centres program. This
work required him to draw on
his writing skills, to attend to
complex administrative detail
and to negotiate revisions with
potentially test^ scientific experts
in many fields. These tasks he
accomplished with enthusiasm,
tact and cheerfulness.
His dedication to excellence
in science and education was such
that he had many other involvements for which he neither
sought nor received much recognition. He was active in the
debate over amalgamation, in the
Higher Education Fighting Fund
and in many informal ways in
promoting dialogue between
universities and the Government
and Parliament, including some
little-known meetings between
academics and the Minister.
Always he sought face-saving,
'win-win' solutions. His influence contributed to the expansion of the Australian Research
Council's Fellowship program,
to better academic salary awards,
and less tangibly but very importantly to more constructive
dialogue during a very difficult
period for universities.
Robert is survived by his wife,
Dr Sally Rigden, and daughters
Ashley, 6, and Carolyn, 3. All of
his family and friends will sorely
miss his enthusiasm, cheerfulness
and extraordinary generosity,
and the world is a better place for
his vision, dedication, penetrating intellect and eloquence.
—

GEOFF

DAVIES

ROBERT HILL MEMORML FUND

A fund has been established in memory of Robert Hill to promote
excellence in research and in communication of research findings,
possibly through the annual award of a prize to a graduate student.
Donations may be forwarded to Beverly Lawrence, RSES. Cheques
should be payable to ANU, but designated for the fund. Donations
in excess of $2 are tax deductible.

Three floors up in a cheap
Tokyo restaurant, with the final
dishes of whole tiny squid and
pickled sea cucumber unfinished
on the table. Some of the students,
it appeared, didn't appreciate traditional Japanese delicacies as
much as the gaijin guests.
Our hosts were from the Geological Research Institute of the
University of Tokyo, and not surprisingly the conversation up until then had been very much about
geology.
Now Professor Maruyama,
himself in only his mid-40s, was
complaining about the Youth of
Today. T h e problem is,' he said,
'that young Japanese don't save.'
The discussion moved rapidly
to figuring out why. Why is Japan
about two decades behind the
United States and Australia in the
timing of the transition from
creditor to debtor nation? An interesting question, and coincidentally one that I had begun
pondering on the plane two weeks
earlier while r e a d i n g Sally
Morgan's book My Place. Morgan,
probably without being aware of
it, makes the answer, obvious.
Her message is that periods of
economic hardship which affect a
substantial part of the population
have a lasting effect on the society
in which those people live.
For Australia and the United
States this was during the Depression years of the early and middle
1930s, whereas in Japan it was the
immediate post-war years through
until the early to mid-1950s.
Professor Maruyama's experiences (in those times) have had a
lasting effect on his attitudes and
behaviour. It is the savings of his
and his parents' generation that
have bankrolled thejapanese economic miracle, as well as the excesses of the 'Me Decade' elsewhere around the world.
Why has the US Government
become such a large borrower?
Simple - voters want more from
Government than they are willing
to pay for, and politicians who
won't deliver tend to lose office.
The situation in Australia is
similar to US, with the exception
that the borrowings are made by
the states and their agencies (electricity commissions and the like),
rather than by the Federal Government.
Most of the services that (Governments) or their captive agencies deliver are provided at well
below cost. The National Roads
and Motorists' Association estimates that the effective net subsidy
to the trucking industry provided
by state governments is about $1.5
billion a year.

— Robert HiU
(Extractfrom article published mThe
Canberra Times, 9 August 1991.)
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CLASSIFIEDS
MEN'S Apollo IV racing bicycle
great cond. $280. 'River' leather
jacket size 12/85. As new $340.
ANTIQUE dressing table, 1920s. Urgent to sell. Ph 2473003.
Blond wood, cheval and wing mirMOUNTAIN Bike, Shogun
rors. 6 drawers, vgc. $380ono. Ph Trailbreaker, 21spd, exc cond
Maureen 2810211.
$400. Helmet and U-lock availBED DBL Ensemble with wheels able. Typewriter, Brodier EP-20,
2yr old. 1 year in storage exc $90. Wardrobe, black freedom
cond. $250. Ph Chris 2492111/
furn, exc cond, $160. Ph 2584639.
2951513(after 6pm).
PENTAX P30 with Pen tax 50mm
BEAN bags two vinyl $30each; 2
f-stop
lens,
Luxon
TV Philips portable b&w VHS Phototechnics 9800A flash sell
only $30. Ph 2310825(ah).
$250ono. 200mm 4 f-stop SuperBICYCLE lady's Apollo Moun- Takumar lens with converter ring
tain bike, like new, leaving the $140ono. Lots more. Ph 2494375.
country must sell, best offer. Ph PINE lounge 2x1 seater, 1x2
2474676/2490704.
seater, large wooden desk &
BIKE men's, damage to gears, papasum chair. Make an offer.
make an offer. Tickets, Music Viva Ph Lynn 2515546/2495275.
Youthpass, make an offer. Ph Pe- PINE TV/video cabinet. Stained.
ter. 2492702/2733612.
$55ono. Ph 2475265(ah).
BIKE men's, Gitane $120, Vidin SANYO MBC-550, 360 &720 FD
1 / 8 size $150. Ph Marian
Drives Amber Monitor, Wordstar
2493915(bh)/2486674(ah).
- software $250ono. Ph 2794920.
BIKE men's, silver lOspd Mal- SEWING machine, David Jones
vern Sportstar, large frame, ex- make, does zig-zag and embroicellent condition, only $120. Ph
dery stitches. $80. Ph J u n e
Dick 2492214(w)/2490358(ah). 2494128/2540730 (ah).
BIKE Olympic 12spd Alloy Racer SKI suit. Italian skins. Men's Ige
great cond with computer, size. As new. $80. Ph 2953384.
Geltech seat, access. $390. Ph
SKIS Primus, and boots (size
2515546.
10.5), Koflach, with dry & wet ski
BIKE Raleigh, men's 12spd. All wax, Austrian made. $40 for the
alloy Shimano/Raleigh compo- lot. Ph Don 24757l8(ah).
nents. $150ono. X-Country skis, SINK (twin), electric heater. Ph
PlenkNowax200s (newRottefella 2882865(h).
Bindings cost $105). Complete - TICKETS to Aussie Rules Mel$80. Ph 2496040.
bourne V Sydney 16 August, &
BIKES (childs) 3x20", $25each, Richmond v Sydney 28 August, at
BMX $75, 5spd racer, small SCG from $5. Large Microwave
frame, $70. Ph 2822873(ah).
oven, needs repair $50. Ph
BOOKCASES Ige $50, small $35. 2492433/2542688(ah).
Dinner set $ 15. Beanbag $ 10. Sin- TV Colour, 34cm, as new $250.
gle bed with drawers $55 - and Washing machine. Whirlpool
single 1.5 mattress $25. Micro- auto $150. Clodies dryer. Hoowave oven. Ph 2551278/2498751. ver $150. Ph 2493857(w)/
CHILD'S Safe-n-Sound booster 2815343(h).
seat (age 2-8), exc cond. $40. Ph TV Colour, uhf/vhf 34cm/an2494460(w)/2491081(h).
tenna $165 exc cond. Juicer,
CLARINET Luxus, Czech made, Black & Decker -juice factory 1 yr
wood, good intermediate instru- old exc cond. $55. Ph 2492474
ment. $750neg. Ph Gabrielle Erin.
2494706(w)/2885466(h).
TV Colour, VHF/UHF $130.
COLOURTV, 34cm, remote Ctrl, Video recorder, VHS, remote
vgc, $290, Video VHS, vgc, cost control, $100. Ph 2497019 Chen.
new $529, sell $420. Ph 251891.
TYPEWRITER Alder SE 1000
COLOURTV, National 20" $200; CD: Golfball, lift-off correction,
Camera, Yashika, full auto, Zoom solid machine with very elegant
35-70mm, macro, $200; and Ra- typeface. $75ono. Ph 2814076.
dio cassettes cheap. Ph Ali UGH boots size 6-7, long, exc
2493421(w)/2953563(h).
cond. $50. Leather skirt, black,
DISHWASHER, Westinghouse, size 10-12 hardly worn. $100. Ph
full working order, new seals, 2861947.
$100.
Ph
2490277(w)/
VACUUM cleaner, Kirby, as new,
2888851(h).
with all accessories including
DRI rider jacket &: pants (new), video tape.$2500valuefor$1600.
med $185. Stagg black leadier Ph 2496076 after 3pm.
motorcycle jacket/removable VISCOUNT 1988 Wanderer
sheepskin liner & collar, exc Folding Caravan - solid sides, 3
cond. $249. Ph 2492474 Erin.
way fridge, gas stove, sleeps 6.
ECONOMETRICS B03 Text: W. Exc cond. $4500ono. Ph Lesley
Greene, Econometric analysis,
24925l7(w)/2888639(h).
entirely new, $40. Ph 2794704.
WASHING machine. Whirlpool,
GUITAR Strat copy, 50w amp, 2spd auto, $100. TV colour 14",
lead + strap, gd cond. $225. Ph Akai, with external antenna $ 150.
2489186.
Ph
Yong
2885979(h)/
HAND weights. 2x5kg. $25. Ph
2490255 (w).
2494549/2887475.
WALL oven and hot plates (Chef
HOUSEHOLD goods, desk, Dynasty) with cupboards - excelfridge, washing machine, lent condition. Priced at $ 185 for
vacuum, push bikes and parts, urgent sale. Ph 2494254/
lounge, table and chairs plus lots 2511307(ah).
more. Ph 2478559.
WEDDING dress, size 10, cream
KNITTING machine, Singer lace, cocktail length, matching
Memomatic plus table, extra veil and headpiece, $200 the lot.
cards & patterns, as new $160; Ph 2918670.
telephone table with drawer $25;
child ugg boots, brand new size
Computers
10, $18; Lots more. Ph
2865077(ah).
LIGHT brown, waist length, APPLE Macintosh classic II, 4MB
leather jacket, zipper front, size ram 40MB harddisk, software (in10, $65, also nearly new chunky cluding word 4, macpaint,
hypercard, cricket graph) carry
brown leather shoulder/hand
bag, still under warranty. Ph Tom
bag $45. Ph Diane 2493887/
or Katherine 2472718 (after 4pm:
2368149(ah).

For Sale
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Advertisements are restricted to staff and students of the
University, and members of Convocation, and to 20 words
each. ONLY one advertisement per person can be accepted
for each issue. Typed advertisements should be sent or
delivered to ANU Reporter^ University Pubhc Relations. The
envelope should be marked 'Advertisement'. No advertisements will be taken over the telephone. All advertisements must
he accompanied by the name and contact phone number of the
lodger (not for publication). The closing date for advertisements for the next issue is Monday, 17 August 1992. Inquiries
x2106.
2480936).
AMIGA 500 Imeg, 2 disk drives.
Philips colour monitor. Plenty
of games $700. Ph 2492528.
AMIGA 500 computer, colour
stereo monitor, colour printer
NXIOOO, software,joystick-great
family computer $900. Ph Liz
2492627(w)/2472155(h).
AMIGA 500 Imb RAM, colour
monitor, software, manuals, joystick, $800. Ph Po 2884106(h).
IBM compatible XT PC 640K
two 5.25" floppy drives, amber
monitor, software & printer $600.
Must sell, offers welcome. Ph
Matthew
2493501 (w)/
2412996(h).
IBM compatible XT 640K in
monitor & keyboard. Plenty of
software, word perfect, database,
touch type 8c graphics. The lot
$650, going OS. Ph 2472320.
MAC 512K$450ono. Xyber 800/
400k external drive $200ono. Ph
2492647(w)/2975751(h).
PC 386-486, top config, 12m wrt^
great price & service. Ph
2952820(ah).
PC 386SX to 486DX. Components, complete systems. Peripherals and software. Call for competitive prices. Ph 2927710.
SYQUEST removable cartridge
drive with 8x44mb cartridges.
350mb fast storage for $1200.
Loaded with Mac software,
graphics, fonts. Mac Keyboard,
including numeric keypad $70.
Ph John 2494605/2472037.
TURBO XT, 20 meg hard disc,
floppy drive, mono plus heaps of
software $650ono. Ph 2515546.

Motor Vehicles
ALFARomeoAlfetta sedan, 1974
model, 1.8 litre, 5 speed, DOHC,
stereo, ACT rego 5/93, $2500.
2495542 (w)/2884259(h).
ALFASUD Ti 1977, 5spd coupe,
disc brakes, 3 owners, 12months
rego. $2700. Ph 2494148 Kathy.
COROLLA 1975 6/92 rego, sedan man, gd cond. $1200ono.
Ph 2952820(ah).
CORTINATE sedan, 1980, good
cond, 7 months rego, 172,000km,
tow bar, radio/cass, $2,600ono,
tent for two $35, Ph 2591891.
DATSUN 120y Sedan gd cond,
Rego July 1993. Rad/cass$1500.
Ph 2851759.

2901314(h)/2490025(w).
MAZDA 323 1978 Hatch, gd
cond, very reliable. Rego6/93,
full service records. $2400. Ph
Douglass Craig 2492716/
2491976(ah).
MAZDA Capella 1974,12months
rego, $1700. Ph 2472074(h)/
2495014(w).
MITSUBISHI L300 Express,
1982, new tyres, stereo, gd cond.
$4350. Ph 2928548.
MITSUBISHI Sigma, 1979 st
wagon, auto, a/c, new battery,
towbar, radio/cassette, low kms,
rego 2/93. $3100ono. Ph Eric
Ng 2494722(h).
NISSAN E20 van, gd running
cond. $1,500. Ph 2531597.
SIGMA 1978, some services
needed. Any offer above $500.
Ph 2486353 Rm 920.
SUZUKI Dr 650 1991, rego 1/
93, exc cond, done 9500kms,
$4500, also available helmets and
pannier. Ph Brett 2493941/
2493941.
TORANA LJ 6cyl, auto, 12
months rego, 1 owner, gd cond,
$1750. Ph Bob Cooper
2959218(h)/2494292(w).
TOYOTA Corolla 1977, Rego
5/93, new battery 8c tyres, just
tune-up, immaculate condition,
$175ono. Ph D King 2577061/
B&G Hall B221.
TOYOTA Corolla 1988. As new,
driven only 12,000 gentle km by
careful owner. Regularly serviced
and in A1 condition. $11,600.
Ph 2492893(bh).
VW Beede - very dead! 1967,
original papers, needs home mechanic, body in exc cond. Ph
Craig 2396266(w)/292576(h).
VW Campmobile, 1977, 2 yearold 2 litre engine, air-conditioning, fridge, stove, pop-top, sleeps
4, $4500. Ph 2490236.

Accommodation
Wanted

HOUSEMINDING and care of
pets and garden by couple with 2
1/2 years of experience. References from happy clients. Available around mid-October, Ph
2814919/2512150.
HOUSEMINDING. Mature reliable female, non-smoker, avail
to look after house/garden/pets
from early Oct 1992 onwards,
DATSUN Stanza, 12 month rego,
long or short term. Exp. Pref
new brakes, exhaust, wheel bearnear ANU. Gd references. Ph
ings, and recent tune-up. $2800.
2496283.
Ph 2574293.
HOUSESITTER. Professional
FORD Cortina TE 11/1979, s/
wgn, man, rego 5/93, new muf- female, with excellent referflers 8c battery 8c tyres &: brushes, ences, available to house-sit late
September onwards. No charges.
$2000.
Ph
2495163/
Telephone T Evans 2521298 (w).
2489361(ah).
FORD Meteor Ghia 1.6L, a/c, RELIABLE professional ready to
5spd manual 1986, 100,000km, mind your house, animals, incl
all maintenance. References.
immac cond. $8750ono. Ph
Rent negotiable. Available end
2493738(w)/2815343(h).
GALANT1973,4mths rego, new August. Ph 2492820(w)/
2302431(ah).
tyres, runs well. $1500ono. Ph
SENIOR academic couple, no
2493490(w)/2411637(h).
MAZDA 121 red 1988 a/c beau- children or pets, requires accomtifully cared for by one lady modation for 12 months from
December 1992, but could comowner. Low kms. $10,000. Ph

mence as late as beginning February. Ph 2494765 during office
hours.

Accommodation
Available
4 brm unfurnished house in
Macarthur available immediately
until November. Modern with gas
heating throughout. Good area
low rent in return for care. Ideal
for academic family. Ph Andre
(07)3004081(ah).
A non smoker to share bright
friendly furnished house with 1
female. Kambah to ANU 15mins.
$80pw. Ph 2317230(ah).
BANKS new home 3br 2way bathroom Irge family room car
accomm.
$165pw.
Ph
2495961(w)/2919913(h).
CAMPBELL 3br house close to
ANU, bus and shops. Avail immed
$240pw. Ph 2 7 7 8 9 4 0 ( b h ) /
2888549(ah).
COMFORTABLE cottage right at
beach, available for moderate rent
to responsible tenant. Long or
short term (weekends, hols etc).
Ph 2476020.
EVATT 3br large house (furnished) garden, near Mall, Uni,
bus stops. Terms negotiable. Ph
2551278 after 16 August or Ph
2498751 (Jackie).
GROUND floor flat in Northgate
Gardens, Forbes St, Turner. 2 bedrooms, furnished. Ideal for visiting academic. Available mid-October to end of February. $190pw.
Ph 2485721/2493049.
HUGHES person to share 3br
house with 2 others. $60pw 8c
bond. Ph Chris 2492185/
2823350(ah).
LYONS furnished 2br, split level
unit in block of five. Very convenient, opposite Lyons shops and
service stations, available August
17 at $140pw. Ph Michale
2814629(h)/2494045(w).
O'CONNOR 2 lovely rooms in
quiet home $115 available early
September share with 2 women
and car. Ph 2476349(h).
O'CONNOR group house requires a fourth person immediately. Ph 2573195.
OCT/NOV 1992 Ntii Oxford bungalow. Enquires Bev Shallcross Ph
2492723/Brian Garrett 2492724.
NORTH OXFORD house to let
Xmas vacation 1992-3. 1.5 miles
from city centre, 6-8weeks from
mid Dec 1992. Quiet, near shops
and bus. 2br & study. £150pw.
Write to Mrs M Paul 24ThomclifiFe
Rd Oxford OX2 7BB, or Ph
086552571.
SUSSEX Inlet - small waterfront
holiday cottage available anytime
including weekends and holidays,
quiet bushland setting. Ph
2494049/2582016(ah).
THEODORE 3br townhouse single lock up garage available 21/
8/92. $180pw. Ph 2314477.
TURNER room in spacious house
with character, garden, 2mins walk
to ANU, $80pw, share with academic. Avail till November. Possibility longer tenancy. Ph 2492727/
2478180(h).
WANNL\SSA 3br $200pw or 4br
ensuite - $250pw. Freshly painted
8c attractive home with study, lockup-garage, carport, pool, gas and
electric heating. 20mins to ANU.
Walk to school and Erindale Centre. Short/long lease available
now. Ph 2493372.

Secretarial

WORDPROCESSING (MSW/
A4>pleMac/laser), editing (ANU
grad), essays, theses, CVs, tape
transcriptions,ft-eepick-up 8c del,
reas rates, Cyntiiia Ph 2886662,
WORDPROCESSING. Top quality. Ph 2953312.
WORDPROCESSING. Pte correspondence, application forjob,
tiiesis, essays etc. Ph 2490156.

Miscellaneous
ARE you slowly killing yourself?
Quit smoking now. Dramatic new
technology to help you quit for
good. Ph 2881308.
IS your work or study affected by
someone else's drinking? AlAnon provides friendly support
to help you cope. Ph 2488651.
PHOTOCOPYING, A4 size 50
each minimum no 20 copies.
Pick-up and delivery can be
arranged. Ph 2486353 Rm 920.
PRINTER ribbons re-inked, all
types, from $6. Ph 2813119.
QUALIFIED piano tuner technician, 16 years experience, 9 years
tuner for Canberra School of
Music. All areas. Ph Stefan
Zywczak 2856140/2313449.
24hrs 7 days a week.
TO all the people interested in
forming the ANU Science-fiction
Society please Ph Esteban 2494148.

Wanted
AN Audience for Irish/Australian/American traditional
music band. Catalpa. Sunday 610pm. Irish Club. Weston Creek.
CASUAL book-keeper to collate
tax records. Must be familiar with
spreadsheet computer programs.
Ph 2473341.
GRANDMA needs cot, mattress and highchair. Ph Sally
2493648.
JUDO outfit, size 170cms female.
Ph 2494722(bh), please leave a
message for M Pippen.
LIFTS wanted ifrom Wollongong
Uni to Canberra (or Queanbeyan)
between mid-day Fri. 8c mid-day Sat
and/or lift back Sun. Share petrol
costs. Ph 2975751 (ah).

ANU on Radio 2XX
'Tuesday Review'
with Peter Cotton
(every Tuesday 9.05 - 1 lam)
Interviews and comment
from ANU academics
S c i e n c e w i t h Kay Bamey,
F e d e r a l Politics w i t h Ross
Peake of The Canberra Times
n e w s p a p e r , a n d F i l m s with
Fiona MacDonald

M

ANU Weekly Diary
For information about our wide
range of interesting activities,
ring our recorded message,
up-dated each Thursday.
Phone: (06) 249 0742

Drill Hall Gallery
Changing exhibitions
from the ANU
Kingsley Street, Acton

Open Wed-Sim, 12-5piii

Hire a Student
All types of casual and part-time work
wanted, e.g.:
I GARDENING I CLEANING I
I TUTORING I
PARTY HELP I ETC
Reliable help at Reasonable Rates
ANU STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
249 3674

n

ACADEMIC DIARY:
istry, Research School of
Chemistry, Sem. Professor
Pierre de Gennes, 'The dynamics of wetting and drying'. 11am. RSC Lecture
Theatre.
Division of Pacific 8c Asian
History, Research School of
Pacific Studies, Sem. David
Bulbeck, 'New perspectives
in Bugis and Makassar history, South Sulawesi, Indonesia' . 2pm. Sem Rm E, Coombs
Bldg.
Humanities Research Centre,
Sem. Dr Adrian Jones, 'CoerMONDAY 17 AUGUST
cion and suggestion, incumUrban Research Program 8c bency and mobilisation: the
Administration, Compliance importance of cultural dualand Govemability Program, ism in the shaping of the auResearch School of Social Sci- tocratic polity of Imperial and
ences, Sem. Ann-Marie early Soviet Russia'. 4pm.
Jordens, 'Alien integration: HRC Reading Room (top
the development of adminis- floor), AD Hope Bldg.
trative policy & practice Political Science Program,
within the Australian Depart- Research School of Social Sci, ment of Immigration 1945- ences, Sem. Dr Carol Bacchi,
75'. 11am. Sem Rm D, 'Can sex discrimination legCoombs Bldg.
islation protect women? ReAustralia-Japan Research flections on the Proudfoot
Centre, Sem. Gordon de case'. 4pm. Sem Rm D,
Brouwer, 'Australia's trade Coombs Bldg.
I with East Asia'. 12.30pm - Australian Academy of Sci2pm. Sem Rm 4, Crawford ence, Sem. Professor PierreBldg.
Gilles de Gennes, 'Soap bubEcosystem Dynamics Group, bles and other fragile objects'.
Research School of Biologi- 5.30pm. Ian Wark Theatre,
cal Sciences, Sem. Rodney Becker House (the Dome),
Falconer, 'Greenies and grab- Australian Academy of Scibers: land allocation priorites ence, Gordon Street, Acton.
in the Canberra region'.
12.30pm-l.SOpm.Joint meet- WEDNESDAY 19 AUGUST
ing room, second floor, RSBS. Department of Anthropology
History Program, Division of and Department of ArchaeHistorical Studies, Research ology and Anthropology, ReSchool of Social Sciences, search School of Pacific Stud[ Sem.MarivicWyndham, 'Vic- ies and Faculty of Arts, Sem.
! tims or agents?: Australian lit- Diane Bennett, 'Bury me in
erary writers of the 1930s and second class: inequalities and
' 1940s'. 3-4.30pm. Mills Rm, ideologies in a Greek cem> Chanclery.
etery'. 9.30am. Sem Rm C,
National Centre for Devel- Coombs Bldg.
opment Studies, PhD Work- Economics, Research School
shop. Gao Xiao Guang, 'Chi- of Pacific Studies, PhD Sem/
na's exchange rate regime'. Workshop. H M Pant, 'A co2pm. Sem Rm 2, Crawford operative bargaining model
Bldg.
of tariff formation, IF. 5pm.
i Department of Psychology, Sem Rm B, Coombs Bldg.
I Faculty of Science, Sem. Dr Australia-Japan Research
Brendan Weekes, 'Right Centre, Workshop. Struchemisphere reading: a re- tural adjustment in the Japagional cerebral bloodflow nese coal industry'. 12.30pm
study'. 3.30pm. Rm 105, Fac- - 2pm. Sem Rm 2, Crawford
ulties Teaching Centre.
Bldg.
School of Life Sciences, Sem.
Dr Don Byrne, 'The psychol- THURSDAY 20 AUGUST
I; ogy of health: the behavioural Organic Chemistry, Research
biological interface'. 4pm. School of Chemistry, Sem.
BAMBI Sem Rm, Faculty of Mrs Joanne Jamie, 'Radical
Science.
cyclisations related to
Public Policy, Department of ansamycin and mitomycin
International Relations, Re- biosynthesis'. 11am. Rm 134,
search School of Pacific Stud- RSC.
ies, Sem. Mr Richard National Centre for EpideWoolcott, 'Making Australian miology and Population
^ foreign policy in a post-Cold Health, Sem. Mr Brian
War environment'. 5.30pm - Haddy, 'The global super
7pm. Law Lecture Theatre
market: free trade 8c food
policy'. 12.30pm. NCEPH
TUESDAY 18 AUGUST
Sem Rm (CIO), NCEPH, Cnr
ANU Women's Club. Con- Mills &: Eggleston Rds.
ducted tour of film archives. Australian Institute of AboAcceptances Margaret Wace riginal 8c Torres Strait Is2821382. 10am. Parking at lander Studies, Sem. Bill
rear of University House.
Arthur, 'Spatial analyses and
Physical & Theoretical Chem- indigenous Australians?'.

Diary entries for the
next issue close at 5pm
on Monday 17 August,
and will be for the period 31 August to 13
September
inclusive.
Please assist by submitting ALL diary entries
on the forms available
from University Public
Relations. Forms detailing academic diary
cutoffs and classified
? deadlines for 1992 are
i§>available from Public
^ Relations or by phoning x2106.

2.30pm - 4pm. Macintosh
Rm,AIATSIS, Action House,
Acton.
Philosophy Program, Research School of Social Sciences, Sem. Dr John
Cottingham, 'Impartiality
and virtue theory'. 4pm. Sem
Rm D, Coombs Bldg.
Research School of Earth
Sciences, Sem. Dr A1 Duba,
'What do we really know
about the electrical conductivity of the mande?' 4pm.
Sem Rm, Jaeger Bldg.
Sociology, The Faculties,
Sem. Endang Turmudi,
'Transformation of religious
belief &: practice: Islam in
contemporary Java'. 4pm.
Rm 2095, Haydon-Allen
Bldg.
Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies, Sem.
Nigel Wace, 'Flotsam andjetsam from the southern
ocean: beachcombing at
Anxious Bay, Eyre Peninsula'.
12.30pm. Sem Rm, 5th floor,
Hancock Bldg.
FRIDAY 21 AUGUST
Economics, Research School
of Social Sciences, Sem. Bob
Gregory, 'Aspects of Australian labour force living standards: the disappointing decades 1970-1990'. 2pm. Sem
Rm A, Coombs Bldg.
History, Faculty of Arts, Sem.
Dr Campbell Macknight,
'State of the art #2: Indonesian history'. 3.30pm. Rm
1133, Haydon-Allen Bldg.
MONDAY 24 AUGUST
Urban Research Program 8c
Administration, Compliance
and Govemability Program,
Research School of Social
Sciences,
Sem.
Mark
Dodgson, 'Collaboration &:
innovation: the challenges of
the 90s'. 11am. Sem Rm D,
Coombs Bldg.
Ecosystem Dynamics Group,
Research School of Biological Sciences, Sem. Anne
Gibson, 'Strategies of survival
in three northern provenances of Eucaluptus
camaldulensis . 12.30pm 1.30pm. Joint Meeting
Room, second floor, RSBS.
Australia-Japan Research
Centre,
Sem.
Ippei
Yamazawa, 'Asia-Pacific towards the Year 2000'.
12.30pm - 2pm. Sem Rm A,
Coombs Bldg.
National Centre for Development Studies, PhD Workshop. Yang Gang, 'Foreign
direct investment in China'.
2pm. Sem Rm 2, Crawford
Bldg.
History Program, Division of
Historical Studies, Research
School of Social Sciences,
Sem. Douglas Craig, 'Radio
and political organization
and campaigns in the United
States 1920-1932'. 3-4.30pm.
Mills Rm, Chancelry
Department of Psychology,
Faculty of Science, Sem. Dr

17 August -30 August
Don Byrne, 'Personality,
stress and coronary heart
disease'. 3.30pm. Rm 105,
Facul ties Teaching Cen tre.
Classics, Faculty of Arts,
Sem. Penelope AlHson,
'Not the Pompeii premise:
artefact assemblages in
pompeian houses'. 4pm.
RmG41,ADHope Bldg.
TUESDAY 25 AUGUST
Division of Pacific & Asian
History, Research School
of Pacific Studies, Sem.
Tony Reid, 'Entrepreneurial minorities in SE
Asia: A comparative study
with Central Europe'.
2pm. Sem Rm E, Coombs
Bldg.
Demography Program, Research School of Social Sciences, Sem. Mr Romeo
Lee, 'Sexual behaviour
and condom use among
male college students in
Metro Manila, Philippines:
patterns, explanatory variables and demographic
implications - a PhD thesis
proposal'. 3pm. Sem Rm
A, Coombs Bldg.
Humanites Research Centre, Sem. Dr Leonid
Polyakov, 'Europe and
Russia - the cultural encounter and its reflections
in Russian thought(XIXXX centuries) '.4pm. HRC
Reading Rm (top floor),
AD Hope Bldg.
Political Science, Research
School of Social Sciences,
Sem. Professor Frank Castles, 'Political economy of
German unification'. 4pm.
Sem Rm D, Coombs Bldg.
WEDNESDAY 26 AUGUST
Inorganic Chemistry, Research School of Chemistry, Sem. Dr A Bader,
'Stereochemistry of free
and coordinated secondary phosphines and
arsines'. 11am. Rm 134,
RSC.
Department of Anthropology and Department of Archaeology and Anthropology, Research School of
Pacific Studies and Faculty
of Arts, Sem. Gary Kildea,
' Screening of 'Valencia Diary" '. 2pm. Sem Rm A,
Coombs Bldg.
Australia-Japan Research
Centre, Workshop. 'East
Asian steel industry'.
2.30pm-5.30pm. Mills Rm,
Chancelry.
John Curtin School of
Medical Research, Sem. Dr
Peter McCullagh, 'Learning to know self: the fashioning of an immune system'. 4pm. Florey Lecture
Theatre, JCSMR.
THURSDAY 27 AUGUST
Australia-Japan Research
Centre, Workshop. 'Japan
and Australian wool'. 9am
^ i l l s _Rm^

Chancelry.
Biogeography
8c
Geomorphology, Research
School of Pacific Studies,
Sem. Dr Peter Minchin, 'Predicting rainfall from pollen
assemblages 2'. 11am. Sem
Rm C, Coombs Bldg.
National Centre for Epidemiology and Population
Health, Sem. Dr Carmel Martin, 'The management of
chronic disease in general
practice'. 12.30pm. NCEPH
Sem Rm (CIO), NCEPH, Cnr
Mills & Eggleston Rds.
Economics, Research School
of Pacific Studies, Sem.
Emeritus Professor Heinz
Arndt, 'Infant industry protection: help or hindrance in
industrial development?'
2pm. Sem Rm A, Coombs
Bldg.
Australian Institute of Aboriginal 8c Torres Strait Islander Studies, Sem. Dr Frank
McKeown, 'Back to stay: The
revitalisation of Mapoon'.
2.30pm-4pm. Macintosh Rm,
AIATSIS, Action House,
Acton.
Research School of Earth Sciences,
Sem.
Dr
Oli
Gudmundsson, 'The Katla
magma chamber'. 4pm. Sem
Rm, Jaeger Bldg.
Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies, Sem.
Jenny Kesteven, 'Climate
change and the future of skiing in Australia'. 12.30pm.
Sem Rm, 5th floor Hancock
Bldg.

September 1992. Main interests: Russian history (19/
20cc).Ph 2492063.
Associate Professor Ros
Pesman, History Department, University of Sydney.
Visiting Fellow. Humanities

Research Centre. July - October 1992. Main interests: Australia/Europe: Australian
overseas travel writing. Ph
2493451.
Professor Peter Williams,
University of Wales, Cardiff.
Visiting Fellow, Urban Research Centre, RSSS. July September 1992. Main interests: Housing policy 8c housing
management.
Ph
2494008.
Professor Ippei Yamazawa,
Hitotsubashi. Visiting Fellow,
Australia-Japan Research
Centre. 22/7-26/8. Main interests: Australian economy.
Ph 2490132.

Awards
Details of the following scholarships and awards may be
obtained from Careers and
Appointments Service located on the lower ground
floor of the Chancelry Annex, extension 3593.

Cambridge Commonwealth
Trust: Offers a range of Scholarships for post graduate
study. Applicants must hold,
or expect to hold an honours
degree by October 1993.
Awards available in a range of
disciplines, varying condiFRIDAY 28 AUGUST
tions apply. Closing date 30
Physical 8c Theoretical ChemNovember 1992.
istry, Research School of
Chemistry, Sem. Dr Franz
Peterhouse, Cambridge ofGrieser, 'Semiconductor parfers one or two Bursaries, to
ticle films'. 11am. Rm 134,
graduates, read of an underRSC.
graduate degree or pursue a
Economics, Research School
taught course as a registered
of Social Sciences, Sem.
graduate student. The value
Cathleen Zick, 'The value of
of the Bursaries is limited to
household work time'. 2pm.
University fees in Arts and
Sem Rm D, Coombs Bldg.
Science. Candidate must be
Indonesia Project 8c Departunder 25 at 1 December 1993.
ment of Political and Social
Closing date 1.4.93.
Change, Conf. Panel of Indonesian and Australian speakers, 'Recent economic and Gowrie Research Scholarship
political trends in Indonesia'. -1993. Tenable for up to two
9am. Coombs Lecture Thea- years. Open to members of
the armed forces and chiltre, Fellows Road.
History Deparment, Faculty dren of members of the
of Arts, Sem. Her Excellency armed forces. Scholarship
DrJanaDavid-Moserova, 'The $6000pa. Details and full conend of all hopes: Events of ditions fromjo Haine, Gradu1968 in Czecho-Slovakia'. ate Students Chancelry An3.30pm. Geoffrey Fairbairn nex. Ph 2492225.
Rm, Haydon-Allen Bldg.
Applications from undergraduate students in their
Visitors
third or fourth year are
called for the Mitsui EduProfessor Ikuo Kabashima, cational Foundation visit to
Tsukuba University. Visiting Japan. The Foundation
Fellow, Australia-Japan Re- provides one expensessearch Centre. 21/7-10/9/ paid three week visit to Ja92. Main interests: Japanese pan from 26 November to
policies. Ph 2490565.
17 December 1992. AppliDr Patrick O'Meara, Trinity cation forms available from
College, University of Dub- Andrea Firth, Student Adlin. Visiting Fellow, Humani- ministration, Chancelry
ties Research Centre. Until Annex. Ph 2495595.
^
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Goldfish
The group, again. Everyone was
talking from a protective bowl.
Lynn had come as late she
dared. She sat on the free chair the hard-backed chair - vertiginous, in a fog that hid only her
thoughts.
They could look out but she
couldn't see in. With hers it was
the other way round. Dan held
forth, leg cocked over his soft armrest, spilling forth his life. Having
arrived in the middle of it, she
could follow nothing, and crocheted shapes in her hair with a
fmger. All the fishbowls but his
were blank, with blank smiles
gushing laughter. In his, a male
parrot-fish circled.
Her cigarette shook, a sparkler
in a toddler's hand. Carol nodded
at Dan, going 'ahhh-mmmm', her
counsellor's way of concealing
boredom. Her voice faded with
every cadence, her eyelids drooped
at some inner turmoil. Lynn
crossed her thin freckled legs,
wobbling on the high chair. She
froze when Carol smiled at anyone else.
Carol now smiled at them all,
not blankly, nor professionally. An
overgrown girl of 34 who wore,
always, black Vietcong pyjamas and
low brogues. Lynn tugged her ancient skirt over one bony knee.
The window rattled. It rained,
the wind and the city; heavy and
dark as wet hair through a comb,
opening pathways. On the street,
a little girl escaped her mother.
Lynn watched her lead Mummy
up the steps, onto the bus. What if
she'd kept going? Would the future be different? Each moment
swells with history, a wave at sea
that never breaks.
Lynn wished her heart would
stop knocking like a loose bearing. A honeycombed hill waited at
the end of time for them all.
Carol winked at her. She went
hot and her cigarette tried to leap
out of her unadorned fingers. It
was like accepting a ring whose
stone has just been cut for you.
Such moments were the stones
from which her Utopian cit^ was
building.
Carol asked about her week.
'Oh fine I guess the usual nothing.' She recrossed her legs
and went through the skirt-tugging ritual again. It never seemed
to annoy anyone else.
'Did you go out at all?'
'Out? I want to, but - '
'She always does more than she
lets on.' grinned the other therapist, all curly hair and chewing
gum.
'Well,' she reddened, 'I went
for a walk. Just to the shop. You
know. I - didn't - go in.' Each
word was a file passed lightly over
her front teeth.
'Great!' said Carol, making her
j u m p and the chair creak. 'That's
really fab. You've done so well.'
'Er, but - thanks.' She'd not
done well at all. Who couldn't go
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into a bloody shop?
7 hated being
The ANUTECH Prize is sponsored by ANUTECH, the ANU's
The only trouble marketing arm. TheANlJ Reporter mil publish this year selected entries alone.'Lynn said,
Carol h a d was in the Prize competition. The winning story judged by a panel of three millout in the tall
coaxing her in. receive a Macintosh Classic II and word processing software to the value ofd a m p
air.
Lynn wanted to more than $3000. The closing datefor the competition was Monday 1 June. ' T h o u g h t
stand outside and We are accepting entries for next year's competition. Only stories printed inwomen on t.v.
talk, just about the Reporter are on the short-list. Manuscripts will not be returned. Stones havecould see me, in
not been published previously. Maximum length: approximately 1700 words.
news, even the Stories are sent to the judges anonymously. The stories we print will not carry
the end.' People
weather; but it was the name ofthe authors because ofthe judges 'requestfor anonymity. The namesi g n o r e d t h e m ,
never time for that. of all the published authors -will be listed when the ultimate -winner is f l o o d i n g past
with bags.
Dan the client announced m ANU Reporter on 9 December 1992.
smiled too. He was
nice, but not her type. He had one
white hair in a light moustache.
They were all getting on well. They
were all getting on. Especially her.
'Yes, she's done extremely well.
Extremely well.' enthused the
other therapist, Boris, tossing a
wrapper in the middle of the circle and looking quite sexy, she
supposed. Her fishbowl was still
murky. Carol's eyes closed slowly,
laughlined.
'Yes, remember to ^2ilyourselfon
the back once in awhile.' she said.
The rest gave her a few claps, as
usual. Predictable, safely structured. Nice people; just dull. No
wonder they were bloody problem-ridden.
They'd helped her a lot, especially Carol. Carol saw the rising,
rainy paths beyond the hard windows, when she closed her eyes.
Carol liked the mallow, Lynn's favourite flower. But she was married to some noxious yuppie. Lynn
had never met the husband, but
gathered he was the studious-father type. He'd be like Dan, she
imagined, and stubbed out her
cigarette - to sighs of relief
You never got to see a therapist's family, so she felt safe. And
she'd need a lot more sessions yet.
Shrug she did at Carol's effusive
praise for the slightest advance,
but it was lifegiving, like the sunlight that was sprinkling down now
the shower had passed, straight
into her fishbowl. One thing she
couldn't imagine was how she'd
do without it. What if she got
'therapy-addiction'? No doubt
there was a therapy for it.
The group talked off each other's 'achievements', and repaired
for International Roast. She had
tea, like Dan. He liked her? She
shuddered at his accidental touch.
She smoked again. Carol smoked,
a rare one, a tainted bond. The
rest sank into t o r p o r , t h e i r
undentisted teeth into sweet biscuits. She sat next to Big Dan and
watched Carol pick at her black
pants and chatter with one toe on
end like a slovenly ballerina, or
juggle with the invisible words. The
rain had irrevocably gone.
They went out for their adventures.
She rode with them to the
shops. They dispersed; she was left
with Carol. She congratulated
herself for having arranged it this
way yet again.
'How long since you've been
into a newsagent's, Lynn?'
'About fourteen years.' The
bowl was as light as air.
'Really? Ga-a-ad!' Her voice
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faded like shortwave. 'I know - uh
huh, right.'
Her eyes closed to some internal objection. Or rejection. Lynn
felt dirty and old.
They went in. Just like that.
Magazines proferring nymphs in
high-cut bikinis smouldered on
the low shelf. A newspaper's front
page crackled: a brown baby expired in the gaze of the cameraman. Lynn sent her gaze over the
blank ceiling, and it found a flyspeck. People were mumbling like
schoolgirls. The shop was muffled
with fading paper. The prices were
outrageous. She was out of touch.
'Do they have books on goldfish - Carol?' She used her name
for the very first time, after eleven
weeks. She kept them; goldfishes,
and names. She held herself taut.
'Would you like to ask the man?'
tested Carol.
'No.' she lied, stung. A cash
register beeped. So they beeped
now. (Noticing progress was like
noticing ageing.) Purchases were
made smoothly as they looked on.
'Look.' Carol showed her a
massy, glossy book on AIDS. 'Got
to be careful, it says.'
What on earth made her pick
that up?
'But not - ' Say it, she said,
saying nothing. Carol moved off,
farther into the depths of the shop,
to a place where the daylight, the
greylight, from its picture windows
faded, and the whorled fluorescent light was faulty. She had no
bowl Lynn could see. A friend of
twenty-five - no, thirty years ago
appeared, at the end of a feathering tunnel of golden, bitter rain,
the colour of goldfish, and lightly
laughing sunshowers, and spangled autumn leaves. It was the light
that was hissing. The memory was
dying like a voice. She felt coldjets
of panic, of grief, that turned to
fingernails and ran down her
cheeks. Yet her topaz city glimmered on the world's rim like a
rising moon.
'Beatles?' asked Carol of someo n e - o f her, apparently-flipping
through a magazine down the
back. 'Gaa-ad, old! All of it passes.
It's not fair, somehow, is it? I'm
not jealous of the kids.'
Lynn joined her quickly, able
to remember Elvis. Carol reached
u p on tiptoe, then t h u m b e d
through a garish heroic fantasy,
hushed. Lynn loitered in her protective orbit. She had wanted to
say, 'Not lesbians', but it was too
late. A tremor ran through her,
panic, the lowest note of a cello.
The horizon never arrives, nor
does it leave you.

Carol said,
'Paranoia. Quite a common experience. Yes ... what did your husband say?'
'Oh I never told him. he'd have
got me locked up.'
'Ah ... '
'Well, didn't he? But that was1971, Carol.'
'... yes, when you're alone you
lose your ability to be alone, you
know - shut out - no, I mean
detached, in a positive sense.'
Shut out from all sides, thought
Lynn, recoiling from the accidental brushings of pedestrians.
'Selfpossessed.' she replied.
'Not like a goldfish!'
Carol's prescience frightened
her. Yet she was balancing on one
toe and gazing off somewhere,
perhaps to the end of the world. A
pinprick of rain on Lynn's forehead made her sway with giddiness, and her will swirled like fog.
She touched Carol's rumpled
sleeve with an arm that swung too
wide as she regained her balance.
'Or even a lesbian.' she said, as
her heart thundered.
'Yeah, uh - shit, my husband!'
'When'she-?'
But there he was; This wasn't
unusual, it was unheard of And
what a stupid, stupid thing to say.
Lynn withered in the magma of
self-hatred. She wasn't a teenager
any more.
'Patrick!' Carol waved, hands
and body. 'Over here. Hi!'
Panic, seasickness, rainsickness.
Lynn had nowhere to sit but the
hard wet pavement, which would
not swallow her up. If she must fall
let it be into Carol's arms. It had
been the same with Nina on the
quadrangle. Passed up, passed on.
A new earth had risen since then,
but now she was too old, they

probably wouldn't believe her: it
was worse to be humoured than
hated.
She dared not ask Carol, it
wasn't fair. Die now, one and indissoluble, late and obsolete, the
world on the edge of weeping?
Ridiculous. Feeling wasn't fashionable. Paper tore nearby. Boris
was coming back.
She gathered that Patrick was
tall like Carol, straight-looking,
watching her stare at her torn
shoes. He had a beard. Ugh. Her
fishbowl went opaque.
He said 'Hello' to the shy little
housewife before him. He was nice
too. She couldn't fight that.
They chatted, all four, old
friends. Each cadence faded, each
moment. The city was blowing away
like embers in a whirlwind.
In the morning the birds go:
don't let me die don't let me die.
Smoke cured her. 'Carol - '
She'd trod the firm earth down to
a wafer, and the rain lingered like
paw-prints on her fishbowl. The
others had gone, Patrick was coming with them, they must leave,
she'd come late to start with, hadn't
she? Carol's voice faded; her own
too, into mysterious agoraphobic
ignominy. (There'd been nothing on goldfish. At Carol's
prompting, she'd bought the
sword'n'sorcery epic, with JimberJaw and Muscly Thighs on the
cover.)
Down came the rain.
Into the car they bundled, out
of breath. Lynn broke away, weaving down the blurred footpath,
only her fishbowl to protect her.
The path had no end. Carol was
surely right: detachment. Touching others while letting them be,
brushing past them without mercy,
leaving them breathless like those
fallers by the wayside she learnt
about in Sunday School. A goldfish doesn't give a damn: but then
it doesn't go anywhere, either.
Not seeing the b e m u s e d
passers-by she flung the heroic
rubbish into the road, and a
screeching wheel ran over it. As
they cried out after her, she rushed
under a sky fading like white lichen on a grey rock, hair sopping,
fishbowl tossed away. For at the
end of eternity, Utopia was burning.

PPP runs course for
ACT Government
THE Public Policy Program at the ANU will run a new 14-week
course specially designed for the senior officer grades in the
ACT Government Service and their professional and technical
equivalents.
The course, beginning on 27 July, addresses the background to
self-government and both the theory and practice of the policy
development process, given that the ACT has had its own Cabinet
and Legislative Assembly for more than three years.
A key feature is the drafting of mock Cabinet submissions and a
number of Cabinet simulation exercises in which the public service
students will take the part of a ministerial proponent of a submission or an opposing minister.
A number of ANU academics and managers from the ACT
Government Service will be involved in the presentation of the

BOOKS AND ARTS

The data on indwenous Austmliam J^weuery
A National Survey of Indigenous Australians: Options
and Implications
Edited by J C Altman. Research
Monograph No 3, Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research,
ANU Canberra 186 pp $20.
BY BRUCE CHAPMAN*

Part of the response of the Federal Government to the recommendations of the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal
Deaths in Custody was the

agreement to provide $4.4 million to the Australian Bureau
of Statistics (ABS) to undertake a national survey of the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander populations.
In apparent anticipation of
such a move, the Centre for Aboriginal Economic Policy Research
(with the assistance of The Academy of the Social Sciences), convened a workshop, A National Survey of Aboriginal and Islander
Populations: Problems and Prospects.
The goal was to consider in depth
the issues associated with data collection on indigenous Australians.

Thunder
BY S . K . KELEN

The pen Is mightier than the chalnsaw
But thimder Is a higher law. . .
On Thursday
Thor tells his kids
the weather's theirs
& thimder shakes
the lotmgeroom.
Power surge licks
delicious rage
charges the air
& lightning jolts
onto the page.
Writing makes the hard choices.
A signature declares war.
One pen stroke saves,
another deletes a species.
Ink Is the blood of plenimis
deciding what pimips in & out.
A world made of chemicals and
words like hot water system
or dream vacuimi cleaner
berserk in wheatfields.
The classic "revolutionary UFD" digitally
translates into a beautlfiilly peaceful garden
or a game of golf by the ocean
and, thus alive, has a ball
loosening & tightening the screws
on a machine of words.
Weird enough. But it is the pen
that does It - joining writer
to earth & stars, to nothing
making thimder, lightning.
Time to let dingoes & their masters
get on with it, give back their land:
nothing less than a fair go.

This monograph is the publication of the proceedings of the
workshop, just three months after
the announcement of the survey,
and thus well before the details of
the statistical collection have been
decided. It should be on the short
list for the 'Most Timely Policy
Publication of the Year' award.
It qualifies for other recognition. The papers and the introductory and summary chapters as
a whole are rigorous and thoughtful. What is patently clear is the
complexity of the problems and
issues raised by the need to document usefully the demographic,
social and economic experience
of indigenous Australians.
There are (at least) two formidable challenges for those interested in the efficient collection of
useful information in the area.
The first is that within the group to
be surveyed there is marked diversity, which has m^^a/ialocational,
cultural, social and economic dimensions.
This strongly suggests that
there is unlikely to be a single and
straightforward solution as far as
statistical approaches are concerned; responses here must depend on the form and extent of
the collection resources available.
Second, an inherent dilemma
relates to the following obvious
problem. Most surveys of the Australian population are designed
and implemented by those with
familiarity and understanding of
the issues that need to be documented, and how they can be understood in a measurement sense.
But many of the groups in need
of more sophisticated understanding - because they have culture-specific concerns - are unlikely to be surveyed accurately
until the problems are clarified.
That is, the 'right' statistics required will be defined by the model
being used, but whether or not it is
a useful model is not known with
confidence until the data become
available.
These problems and others are
dealt with well in the book. Topics
covered include: an analysis of the
usefulness of modifying existing
surveys; the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Commission's particular statistical needs; problems
associated with Aboriginal community and agency perceptions
about data collection; cultural and
methodological survey issues; and
the implications of population
mobility. As well, several specific
case studies are offered: on demography, the labour market, and
participation in the informal
economy.
A useful research point that
could have been stressed more in
the publication is that it is not
necessarily desirable to iron out
all potential biases in data; in many

cases such biases allow upper or
lower bounds being placed on relationships when generalised to
populations.
The relevance of the observation is that, because of the costs
associated with data collection,
there will be an optimal amount of
information which is necessarily
less than complete and it may not
matter significantly if it is characterised by non-random sampling.
More generally this implies the
value of the ABS attempting at this
preliminary stage to determine
research priorities, a process
clearly helped by the book.

exhibition

The work of influential Australian
artist Margaret West will be exhibited at the Canberra School of Art
Gallery until 5 September.
The exhibition. Interstices: Works
by Margaret West
1981-1992,
presents a survey of West's jewellery and sculptural pieces.

Rosegarden

images

A photographic exhibition of
works by David Ferguson, a
recent graduate of the
The value of A National Survey of
photomedia department,
Indigenous Australians: Options and
Implications is its relevance to the Canberra Institute of the Arts,
will run from 13 August to 5
process of ongoing and planned
September at Photo Access,
statistical collection. It is difficult
Kingsley Street, Acton.
to imagine the ABS being better

served by an academic exercise in
the lead-up to a major change in
its survey responsibilities. The
Centre for Aboriginal Economic
Policy Research continues its very
useful contribution to research on
the indigenous peoples of Australia.

The exhibition, Rosegarden,
consists of 12 color cibachrome
images, heavily manipulated to
create a more 'painterly' photograph.
The images combine the natural surrounds of Canberra with
self-portraits.

The works were done by layer*Dr Chapman is the Executive Direc- ing photographs with one another
tor of the Centre for Economic Policy and then re-photographed to creResearch at the ANU.
ate a surreal environment.
Got a poem ? Short Story ? An idea for a Comment piece or Opposing views
column? Let us know. Call Peter Cotton: Ext 4171

ARTS COMMENT
THE role that immigrant artists have played in the visual
arts in Australia has long been
recognised as one of critical
importance.
Generally, in the nineteenth
century, when there was no single prevailing trend that was regarded as the indigenous tradition in European Australian art,
new arrivals, such as von Guerard
and Buvelot, helped to mould
what was to be regarded as a
national identity.
By the first half of this century, the situation was more
complex. Painters of the so-called
Heidelberg school and their followers were deified and held up
as the rightful custodians of a
truly Australian art, while the socalled moderns were generally
outsiders who challenged these
conventions.
Amongst these moderns were
quite a number of immigrant
artists, many of whom arrived in
Australiajust prior to the Second
World War.
They included the Russian
painter Danila Uassilieff, the
Polish Jewish painter Oosl
Cergner, the Hungarian painter
Desiderius Orban and the German painter Ludwig HirschfeldMack.

Others who arrived just after
the war finished, included the
Ukranian painter Michael Kmit
and the Hungarian Jewish
painter Judy Cassab. The activities of most of these artists has
received considerable attention
over the past few years.
Tibar Wiener is a painter who
is virtually unknown. He fled his
native Hungary to escape fascism and arrived in Australia in
1939 at the age of 32.
He lived in Sydney and exhibited alongside the moderns in
the Contemporary Art Society
in the 1940s and in his activities
is most related to such people as
Orban and Lyndon Dadswell.
He died in 1969. He was a
competent, although highly derivative painter. There are numerous echoes, in his work, of
Chagall, Rouault and Picasso as
well as the local artists Uassilieff,
Bergner and Orban.
The exhibition presently on
at the ANU Drill Hall Gallery is a
survey show of Tibar Wiener's
work. There are a few highlights
in the show, such as the strange
Woman's Head c. 1957-1964 and
the CamivalWomanc.\94:2-\9A4:,
but generally it is a rather mundane, plodding modernism by
an immigrant artist who has remained on the fringes of the
Australian art world.
— Sasha Grishin
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Tiny devices ^assembled
from individual atoms'
BY L I Z TYNAN

NEW
research
into
'nanostructures' is paving the
way for electronic devices so
small that they are assembled
from individual atoms.
The ANU and the University of
New South Wales are major centres
of research into nanoscale devices
in Australia, and their latest research results were presented at a
conference in Sydney late last
month.
The Gordon Godfrey Workshop on Condensed Matter Physics was an opportunity for theoredcal physicists to inform colleagues about progress on understanding of two-dimensional and
nanostructure electron systems,
a c c o r d i n g to organiser Dr
Mukunda Das of RSPhysSE's Department of Theoretical Physics.
Nanostructures are dny formations of atom-thin material measured in nanometres, or billionths
of a metre. They promise the ultimate in miniaturisation at the
lowest conceivable limit of device
manufacture, with the possibility
of lower cost, higher power and
greater efficiency of electronic
devices.
Dr Das said they may have the
revolutionary potential of the silicon chip a generation ago and
could result, for example, in computers the size of a wristwatch.
Already some nanostructures
have been fabricated which 'switch
on' in the presence or absence of
a few electrons.
Professor Jim Williams of the

Electronic Materials Engineering
(EME) D e p a r t m e n t of the
RSPhysSE (Research School of
Physical Sciences and Engineering) told the workshop that EME
now used an apparatus called an
MOCVD reactor for 'growing' extremely fine gallium arsenide
crystal layers for electronic devices.
The reactor is at the forefront of
the ANU' s sophisticated nanoscale
experimental work.
One constraint is the time it
takes to manipulate individual atoms, and work needs to be done
on the way of speeding up the
process, perhaps through selfreplication which will enable atoms or molecules to be quickly
arranged in precise patterns.
The research is in its early
stages, and Professor Neilson said
at the workshop that no country
has emerged as clear leader in the
technology. Australia, he said, was
as advanced as anywhere, so clearly
there was an opportunity for Australian scientists to take the initiative.
Apart from its implications for
high technology communications
and data processing industries, the
research also will provide new ways
to probe the world of quantum
mechanics. This is the science of
'inner space', which seeks to understand the relationships and
forces at work at the most elementary level, the level of particles
which form atoms.
Nanostructures are so minute
that they can exploit electron
quantum effects and studying
these properties inevitably will lead
to greater understanding of the
physical world.

A Classic Promotion

Unta the 23rd of September* purchase from PCtech
the following Macintosh Products at a discounted price.
# Macintosh Classic 2/40 & Claris Works
# Macintosh Classic 4/40 & Claris Works
# Macintosh Classic II2/40 & Claris Works
4 Macintosh Classic II4/40 & Claris Works

$1,889
$2,022
$2,181
$2,341

PCtech
A Division of ANUTECH Pty Ltd
Cnr North & Daley Roads
Acton ACT
Ph. 249 3109 / 249 3527

Authorised Apple Consortium Reseller

•Or While Stocks Last
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PHOTO

This latest shortlisted entry in THE VIVALDI PHOTO isfromJKirkpatrick ofPearce in the ACT. All readers (^ANU Reporter are invited to s
entries to the competition. Please ^e us information on where, when and in what circumstances the photo was taken. The prize is dinnerfor
Vivaldi restaurant, arguably the best eatery in Canberra, plus three bottles of medium priced wine to go with the meal

Button launches major database
THE Minister for Industry, Technology and Commerce, Senator
John Button, yesterday launched
the ANU's English version of the
on-line Nikkei Database.
The Nikkei Database will make
a significant contribution to Australia's research and teaching
needs on Japan and Asia, according to the Executive Director of
the ANU's Australia-Japan Research Centre (A-JRC), Professor

Who Wrote it?
'Then Atkinson read the lesson
f r o m t h e Burial Service f r o m
Corinthians. Perhaps it has never
been read in a more magnificent
cathedral and u n d e r more impressive circumstances - for it is a grave
which kings must envy.
Then some prayers from the Burial
Service: and there with the floorcloth under them and the tent above
we buried them in their sleepingbags - and surely their work has not
been in vain. That scene can never
leave my memory. We with the dogs
had seen Wright turn away from
the course by himself and the mule
party swerve right-handed ahead of
us. He had seen what he thought
was a cairn, and then something
looking black by its side.
A vague kind of wonder gradually
gave way to a real alarm. We came
u p to them all halted. Wright came
across to us. 'It is the tent.' I do not
know how he knew. Just a waste of
snow: to our right the remains of
one of last year's cairns, a mere
m o u n d : and then three feet of
bamboo sticking quite alone out of
the snow: and then another mound,
of snow, p e r h a p s a trifle m o r e
pointed.'
We received 12 correct entries for the last
WWI. We drew the name of Margaret
Travers ofModem European Languages
from the upturned umbrella. She identified
the author Stephen Leacock, writing his
Nonsense Novels and imU receive a $30
voucherfrom University House.

Peter Drysdale, one of the key
people responsible for making the
Nikkei Database available to academics and students in Australia.
'The capacity to undertake
world class research demands
ready access to the broadest and
most current data. The Nikkei
Database is one of the most extensive in the world and includes a
wealth of stadsdcal and literary
information, notjust on Japan but
also on most of the countries in
Asia,' Professor Drysdale said.
The Federal Department of
Employment, Education and
Training (DEET) provided a grant
to six universities, including the
ANU, to assist the installation of
the database. The ANU is the first
university to offer the service while

the other five universities - Adelaide, Melbourne, New South
Wales, Queensland and Monash are in the process of becoming online users.
The Nikkei Database is available through a personal computer, providing access to extensive
data onjapan's financial and business indices. The most recent information and numerical data is
available on stocks, futures, government and corporate bonds,
interest rates, foreign exchange,
commodity market prices,
macroeconomics and industry and
trade.
The database can be accessed
in the R G Menzies building of the
University's Library.
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